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STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF CRAIG CHARLES ERNEST OLDFIELD 

(ENGINEERING) 

INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is Craig Charles Ernest Oldfield.   

2 I am a Chartered Professional Engineer in New Zealand.  I am also 

an International Professional Engineer (IntPE) and a Member of the 

Institute of Professional Engineers of New Zealand (MIPENZ). 

3 I have worked as a registered (or chartered) professional engineer 

in South Africa, Bahrain, Mauritius and New Zealand.   

4 I obtained a Bachelor of Science, Civil Engineering Degree with first 

class honours in 1989 from the University of Cape Town.  I have a 

post-graduate commercial degree (MBA) from the University of Cape 

Town which I obtained in 1994.  I recently completed the 

requirements for a Post Graduate Certificate in Earthquake 

Engineering from the University of Canterbury and will graduate in 

December 2015. 

5 I have 25 years engineering design experience in commercial, 

residential and industrial structures spanning multiple materials, 

including reinforced and post-tensioned concrete, structural steel, 

timber and clay and concrete masonry structures.   

6 I have completed approximately twenty significant forensic 

investigations (loss estimated at over $1m each) outside of New 

Zealand in a number of countries, ranging from structural condition 

assessments following fire, partial collapse events, consequence of 

poor design (by others) and poor workmanship.  More recently I 

have had intensive experience in Christchurch, assessing building 

performance and devising retrofit solutions following the Canterbury 

earthquakes.   

7 I am currently employed as an Associate Director - Structures by 

AECOM, a global engineering solution provider with around 100,000 

staff worldwide.  I am responsible for the technical delivery of all 

projects undertaken by the Christchurch buildings team of 20 

structural engineers, generally engaged in the design of new 

buildings and building assessment of commercial, industrial and 

residential buildings.  In my role, I mentor and review the 

assessment of numerous building investigations comprising light 

industrial, commercial and residential properties.   

8 I confirm that I have read the Expert Witness Code of Conduct set 

out in the Environment Court’s Practice Note 2014.  I have complied 

with the Code of Conduct in preparing this evidence and I agree to 

comply with it while giving oral evidence before the Hearings Panel.  

Except where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another 

person, this written evidence is within my area of expertise.  I have 
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not omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter 

or detract from the opinions expressed in this evidence.   

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

9 I first became involved with Tailorspace Property Limited 

(Tailorspace) in September 2014 when AECOM was requested to 

provide a Building Condition Risk Assessment Report.  I have 

subsequently prepared further reports relating to the condition of 

the building, including comparative reports and reviews of other 

engineers’ work. 

10 I have reviewed/co-authored the following reports: 

10.1 Building Condition Risk Assessment – latest revision D, issued 

on 25 November 2014, attached and marked “A”; 

10.2 152 Oxford Terrace Building Assessment – latest revision 1, 

issued on 16 December 2014, attached and marked “B”; 

10.3 152 Oxford Terrace – Façade Retention Investigation, 

currently under preparation and to be issued as part of this 

evidence bundle, attached and marked “C”. 

11 These reports are to be read as part of my evidence, but I 

summarise the reports as follows.   

BUILDING CONDITION RISK ASSESSMENT REPORT 

12 The purpose of the report was to assess the condition of the building 

and identify and mitigate against the risk to public safety of the 

building in its post-earthquake condition.  To summarize: 

12.1 The building has been severely damaged by the Canterbury 

earthquake sequence.  The damage includes extensive 

cracking to the masonry infill panels and concrete shear wall 

elements, shearing of spandrel beams and one column, 

cracking of the concrete diaphragm slabs, basement leaking, 

differential settlement of the North East section of the 

building and loss of water tightness. 

12.2 The building is earthquake prone (in that it is less than 33% 

National Building Standard (NBS) and likely to collapse and / 

or partially collapse in a moderate earthquake).  In fact the 

building has been assessed as being as low as 8% NBS (as 

associated with the longitudinal concrete shear walls). 

12.3 The building is considered a dangerous building in that partial 

collapse / parts of the building can become dislodged and fall 
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outside of a seismic event causing death and / or injury or 

damage to adjacent property. 

12.4 There were four broad options identified for the mitigation of 

this risk: 

(a) Repair to 33%NBS, 

(b) Immediate demolition, 

(c) Extension of exclusion zone, 

(d) Shield protection system, 

12.5 In the end, a temporary shield protection system was 

installed as well as extending the exclusion zone to the North 

of the building. 

13 The NZSEE Recommendations for the Assessment and Improvement 

of the Structural Performance of Buildings in an Earthquake 

(NZS1170.5:2004) outlines that buildings with a compliance of: 

13.1 15-20% of NBS are at 25 times the risk of collapse in an 

earthquake than a 100% of standard building; 

13.2 34% of NBS are at 10 times the risk of collapse than a 100% 

of standard building. 

14 It should be noted that the existing measures adopted on site are 

temporary in nature, and further measures (over and above those 

already implemented) would be required if the building is to remain 

in its current condition in the medium to long term. 

152 OXFORD TERRACE ASSESSMENT REPORT 

15 AECOM’s engagement included the generation of strengthening 

concepts to 34%, 67% and 100%NBS, commentary on architectural 

and heritage considerations as they relate to the possibility of 

demolition, repair and / or redevelopment of the site and costings of 

the three proposed strengthening solutions. 

16 AECOM had the benefit of inspecting the structure on 9/10/14 after 

the majority of the internal soft strip-out had been completed and 

again on 1/12/14 when the works were further progressed.  With 

much of the internal fabric of the building removed, the internal 

strip-out revealed significantly more damage than previously 

observed. 
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17 As part of this report, an architectural critique of the building form 

and function outlined a number of shortcomings in the existing 

building’s design from a functional perspective, if continued to be 

used for office and hospitality tenancies.   

18 Additionally, AECOM undertook a critique addressing heritage 

features which has challenged some of the comments made in the 

letters previously issued to CERA by the New Zealand Historic Places 

Trust (now Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga or HNZPT 

hereafter) and Christchurch City Council.  While AECOM recommend 

the protection and reinstatement of selected existing features of the 

building which contribute to its historical significance, it is likely that 

the works required to repair and strengthen the building will 

compromise many aspects of the building’s heritage value.   

19 The structural component of the report focused on the measures 

required to strengthen the building to the previously mentioned 

seismic limits.  All retrofit solutions considered by AECOM included 

the removal and replacement of the masonry walls around the 

perimeter of the building, removal and rebuilding of the night club 

at the rear of the main structure and revelling and strengthening of 

the suspended concrete floor slabs.  Again, the recommendation to 

undertake this scope has been informed by the advanced, internal 

strip-out works that have taken place.   

20 Seismic strengthening to the 34%, 67% and 100% limits and 

structural repair of the building are intrinsically linked, therefore the 

scope of anticipated works and the costings which accompany them 

have been considered together. 

21 The estimated costs for the three retrofitted options, plus a 

comparison new build cost are provided in the table below. 

Building Treatment & Estimated Costs  

34%NBS 67%NBS 100%NBS Modern Equiv.  

Rebuild 

Heritage 

Replica Building 

$17,310,000 $18,030,000 $19,700,000 $16,200,000 $19,000,000 

 

22 The broad scope of work for the 34% solution included the provision 

of concrete shear walls on the North and West faces of the building 

and strengthening of the core in the south eastern corner of the 

building.  Foundations include the provision of deep ground beams 

with “shallow” ground improvement to transfer load to the 

underlying bearing stratum. 

23 It can be seen that the costs for all four solutions are similar and it 

should be noted that a significant component of the cost for all three 
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retrofit options is contained within the repair work (not the retrofit) 

required. 

24 Given that all three retrofit costs are similar to the comparison new 

build cost, a worthwhile consideration in evaluating future 

remediation strategies might be the consideration of potential risks 

associated with each of the options.  It is AECOM’s opinion that due 

to the nature of works proposed, the retrofitted options embody 

potential risks well in excess of an option which favours demolition 

and rebuilding of the structure. 

 

152 OXFORD TERRACE – FAÇADE RETENTION 

INVESTIGATION 

25 AECOM was engaged by Tailorspace to provide a solution for 

retaining the heritage façade of 152 Oxford Terrace.  The façade is a 

part of a Historic Place Category 2 Structure in accordance with 

Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014.   

26 Attachment B identifies the extent of the damage to the façade and 

the prospective repair strategy.  In section 2.2.6 of that report I 

outline that: 

26.1 Brickwork on front façade is severely damaged and I have 

recommended it be entirely removed and replaced;  

26.2 Concrete columns show cracking, which is likely to be 

repairable; 

26.3 Concrete beams have been severely damaged on all levels, 

with signs of complete or partial shear failures.  The RC 

beams (which have suffered significant damage) act as both 

window lintels and transfer beams for the main floor slab – 

these beams are visible as the decorative panels on the 

exterior frontage and require replacement;  

26.4 Decorative external panels could be reinstated to match 

existing;  

26.5 It may be prudent to partially deconstruct entire façade and 

remove the coat or arms and decorative wing columns to 

protect them from damage during demolition; and  

26.6 Removal of infill brickwork and lintel beams would require 

significant propping for the remaining façade.  The repair 

solutions are compatible with the proposed 34%, 67% and 
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100%NBS retrofit options.  The brick infills would be replaced 

by lightweight alternatives.   

27 Our proposed solution is based on retaining the façade on Oxford 

Terrace, the demolition of the remainder of the Public Trust building, 

and the rebuilding of a new structure behind the retained façade.  

The proposed solution includes the following steps: 

28 Step 1: Remove the timber penthouse and façade feature elements. 

28.1 The timber penthouse structure on the roof should be 

removed prior to constructing the temporary frame.  

Decorative elements such as the coat of arms and the 

ornamental wing columns should also be removed from the 

façade during this time to prevent damage during demolition 

of the main building and to facilitate the connection of the 

temporary support works.  Construction access will need to 

be facilitated through the existing façade, or more likely via 

the Northern alleyway suggesting that the arch guarding the 

entrance will have to be demolished and possibly recreated. 

29 Step 2: Install Temporary Structure 

29.1 New 400mm diameter screw piles should be installed to a 

depth of 20m in front of the façade and new 900x750 

reinforced concrete grillage of ground beams poured above 

(sketches showing this work are included in the original 

report). 

29.2 Subsequently a new steel A-frame consisting of 250UC 

(Universal Columns) and 150UC elements should be erected 

on these ground beams (see Figure below).  The frame will 

clamp onto the facade through rows of internal and external 

UC whalers which progress up the elevation of the façade 

near the windows and therefore do not interfere with the floor 

slab locations of a proposed new building.  The windows will 

need to be removed in order for the PFC (Parallel Flange 

Channels) sections to pass through and tie the internal and 

external whalers together with bolted connections.  Timber 

packing is recommended on both façade faces to mitigate 

damage to the heritage fabric.  A lightweight steel shielding 

mesh should be draped over the temporary frame to act as a 

debris guard in order to mitigate the risk to public safety from 

debris splash. 
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30 Step 3: Separating the Existing Building and Facade 

30.1 After the new frame is attached to the façade the existing 

floor slabs should be propped using rows of Acrow props at 

close proximity.  The slabs and supporting reinforced concrete 

beams should be saw-cut and disconnected from the façade.  

Once the existing building and façade are disconnected then 

demolition of the existing building may commence. 

31 Step 4: Connect New Building to Façade 

31.1 The proposed new building should be constructed during the 

course of the period which the façade is attached to the 

temporary steel frame.  In addition, new reinforced concrete 

skins to the existing façade pillars should be poured against 

the internal face.  This should be completed step by step from 

the base and increasing in height up to the maximum 

elevation of the façade.  The UC whalers to the internal 

façade face should be removed sequentially to make room for 

the skin as it is poured.  The reinforced concrete skin 

increases the out-of-plane capacity of the façade and provides 

a means of connecting the façade to the new building. 

31.2 New intrusive chemical ties (such as Helifix ChemTies or 

similar) should be installed to tie the façade brick elements 

together.  The new building will connect to the new internal 

concrete skin. 

32 Step 5:  Saw-cut base of Facade 
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32.1 Once the new building is connected to the façade, selective 

weakening of the façade should be conducted by way of 

horizontally saw-cutting the facade near the base.  In essence 

the façade will be supported laterally and out of plane by the 

new structure behind. 

33 The cost of the façade retention works is estimated to be $2.35m, 

although there is still some engineering effort required to resolve 

the expected displacement incompatibility between the new building 

(expected to be flexible) and the rigid façade.   

34 I have not identified the extent of heritage fabric that would be lost 

if these works were undertaken.   

RESPONSE TO CCC EVIDENCE 

35 I respond to the evidence of Mr Andrew Marriott as relevant to 

the Public Trust building as follows: 

35.1 Paragraphs 4.19 to 4.21: no comment; and 

35.2 Paragraph 4.22: AECOM have provided an engineered 

solution for façade retention and conclude that retention of 

the façade is technically feasible, there are still a number of 

engineering issues to be resolved with respect of tying a stiff 

and brittle existing façade structure to a flexible new building.  

Some modification / strengthening of the façade is also likely 

to be required.  The cost of retaining the façade temporarily 

whilst demolishing and rebuilding a new building behind the 

retained façade is estimated to be $2.35m.   

36 I respond to the evidence of Ms Jenny May as relevant to the 

Public Trust building as follows: 

36.1 I have no comment regarding Ms May’s evidence other than 

to note that she relies on evidence completed by Ms Gillies 

relating to façade retention, although suggests careful 

reassessment of the significance of any retained heritage 

value for a new building with a retained façade. 

37 I respond to the evidence of Ms Jackie Gillies as relevant to the 

Public Trust building as follows: 

37.1 I have no comment regarding paragraphs 7.31 to 7.44; and 

37.2 Paragraphs 7.45 and 7.46: I disagree that façade retention is 

the best outcome for the building.  From a modern 

engineering perspective, the building is constructed using 

materials and / or methods not suited to earthquake 
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resilience.  The building requires the application of 

considerable ingenuity to retain the illusion of strength that 

may be communicated by the façade. 

Dated:  11 December 2015 

 

Craig Oldfield 
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Executive Summary 

Tailorspace Investments Limited, on behalf of the building owner of 152 Oxford Terrace, appointed AECOM to 

undertake a review of the building to confirm its structural condition and specifically the risks associated with 

public safety in the areas surrounding the building.  The specific scope of works included: 

- Review of background information relating to the building, its form of construction, existing drawings, 

structure and available damage reports,  

- A structural inspection of the building and provision of a report commenting on its current structural integrity 

and associated risks of collapse and potential impact to health and safety, 

- Commentary on temporary protection measures and recommendations for surrounding areas and buildings. 

AECOM has sighted various previous reports (as tabled in section 6) and utilized information contained therein as 

well as undertaken a detailed site investigation to assess the level of damage sustained during, and following the 

earthquake sequence, as well as any further deterioration that may have taken place in the intervening period.  

Information contained in reports prepared by others was accepted prima facie and we have not reviewed any of 

the findings / conclusions contained. Accordingly, the recommendations made in this report depend on those 

findings and our own visual assessment of the site. 

The building is situated on Oxford Terrace, and is surrounded to the north by an open “Wilson’s” parking area, to 

the east and to the south by building structures (which we understand to be currently occupied) and to the west by 

Oxford Terrace itself.  Tracks for the re-commissioned Christchurch Tram run parallel, and approximately 10m 

from the front façade of the building on Oxford Terrace.  We understand that the building retains heritage status 

although we have not investigated this aspect of the building. 

The building has been found to be earthquake prone, is currently “red-stickered”, and Oxford Terrace has been 

cordoned off to approximately 6m from the building entrance to restrict access to the building.  A low-level shield / 

barrier has been erected in the alley-way to the south of the building to protect the adjacent building from falling 

debris. 

For a building to be defined as earthquake prone, it must satisfy two criteria; it must be found to have a strength of 

less than one third of new building standard (i.e., 33.3% NBS – often rounded up to 34% NBS) AND must be likely 

to collapse or partially collapse causing death and / or injury in a moderate earthquake (which is defined as an 

earthquake with one third the intensity of the design earthquake defined in terms of the Building Act).   

The Aurecon DEE (Detailed Engineering Evaluation) has assessed the building as having a seismic capacity of 

less than 34%, with the weakest element identified at 8%NBS, and has determined that the building is earthquake 

prone.  Whilst AECOM have not undertaken any detailed calculations, our site observations lead us to agree that 

the building is earthquake prone and likely to collapse / partially collapse in a moderate earthquake. The red brick 

infill elements are of particular concern, as it is likely that the existing cracks will open to such a degree that partial 

or complete collapse of the stairwells or of any number of perimeter wall panels is probable in a moderate 

earthquake. Whilst the likelihood of global structural collapse is low, the potential risk to life in a partial collapse is 

high, given the proximity of the structure to an occupied office building and to the (soon to be completed) tramline 

on Oxford Terrace. 

Accordingly, there are two options.  Either demolish the building in its entirety to remove all risk associated with 

collapse, or if the building is to remain in-situ, the structure should be strengthened to achieve a minimum of 34% 

NBS. Regardless of the long-term fate of the structure, immediate measures need to be implemented to protect 

the public from partial (or full) collapse.  This could be achieved by either providing some form of structural shield 

or, providing a sufficiently large exclusion zone to prevent injury / damage due to debris “splash”. Any form of 

shield structure is unlikely to be contained within the legal boundaries of the property.  

There is uncertainty in rationally arriving at the extent of a suitable exclusion zone. It is therefore our 

recommendation that if the building is not to be (immediately) strengthened, that a structural shield be erected to 

channel partially collapsed debris / building elements to the base of the building, rather than such projectiles being 

allowed to fall in an uncontrolled manner into the adjacent street spaces. 

Further refinement of this recommendation needs to be investigated, particularly on the east façade, where 

consideration could be given to demolishing the rear part of the building to provide an exclusion zone in this area.  

The remaining elevations would likely have 4-5 storey, triangulated structural steel frame with a heavy duty mesh 

placed adjacent (although not connected) to the building facades. 
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It should be noted that the above recommendations are made on the assumption that there is no further 

deterioration of the structure. It is assumed, that the building is to be protected from unauthorized occupancy and 

that some protection is afforded the already damaged structure to ensure that future deterioration is prevented, 

particularly if the building is to be left in place for the medium term (10 to 15 years.) 
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1.0 Introduction 

On October 9
th

 2014, AECOM structural engineers, Mark Ferfolja, Tim Lewis, and Matt Clifford undertook a 

structural inspection at 152 Oxford Terrace. The purpose of this inspection, and the subsequent desktop 

investigation was to: 

- Undertake a visual, non-intrusive inspection of the structure to identify damage and confirm the reporting of 

other consultants, 

- Review the background information relating to the building, its form of construction, existing drawings, 

structure and available damage reports,  

- Identify areas which may have further deteriorated in the period between AECOM’s inspection and that 

conducted by other consultants, 

- Form an opinion on the likelihood of collapse and / or describe potential failures under a moderate 

earthquake event, 

- Suggest temporary protection measures and recommendations for surrounding areas and buildings 

- Assemble a matrix which identifies the risks associated with collapse / localised structural failures. 

1.1 Building Description 

Built in 1922, the original structure at 152 Oxford Terrace [1] comprised a reinforced concrete frame of columns 

and beams with a reinforced concrete shear core at the eastern end of the structure. The original floors of the 

superstructure remain in situ and are cast-in-situ reinforced concrete slabs. The stairwells and the perimeter wall 

panels are both unreinforced red brick. The original design consisted of five stories above ground level, made up 

of four full storeys and a mezzanine floor, between the ground and second floors. The structure has two separate 

basements; one on the western end of the structure, under the main entrance on Oxford Terrace and another 

basement level boiler room on the eastern side of the property. The basements are isolated but are both on the 

same level, one storey below ground level [2]. 

The foundation system is a combination of internal square pad footings tied together with strip footings running 

both internally and around the perimeter of the structure. Original drawings indicate that the pad footings measure 

approximately 2400mm along their side, which vary in thickness under load bearing walls and slab on grade in the 

basement areas. The ground floor construction is a suspended concrete slab supported by reinforced concrete 

columns with enlarged drop-heads. In some locations, such as the safe room, load bearing walls support the 

ground floor slab. 

An extensive retrofit operation carried out in 2008, involved the addition of three shear walls and a major 

refurbishment and extension of the mezzanine level. This retrofit also included the addition of an extra storey, of 

lightweight steel and timber construction, above the original roof level. Thus, the structure now consists of six 

levels above ground. Two of the new shear walls are located on the perimeter of the structure on the north and 

south elevations, directly adjacent to the facade on Oxford Terrace. A third internal shear is located in the foyer at 

ground level and extends to the second floor, where the wall transitions to steel bracing.  

The reinforced concrete frame appears to extend to the fourth level where the load-bearing structure transitions to 

red brick before again transitioning to steel/ timber at the fifth (roof) level. 
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2.0 Observations 

The structure was at ‘post strip-out’ stage when AECOM carried out its structural inspection. Therefore, much of 

the internal linings were no longer in place, and the beams, columns, floor slabs, wall panels, and other structural 

components were generally exposed. The contractor presented AECOM with several concrete core samples, 

taken through various locations in the suspended concrete floors of the upper levels of the superstructure. 

2.1 Basement (Level -1) 

The basement level comprises two distinct areas. The first section of the basement is to the rear of the structure, 

near the eastern elevation. There is only one means of access to this part of the basement, via the rear staircase 

on the eastern side of the building, as recommended in previous engineering report(s) [2]. Collapse concerns 

regarding severe earthquake damage to this staircase have led to its closure. Thus, AECOM were not able to 

access, or comment on the eastern basement room. 

The second section is on the western side of the building, adjacent to Oxford Terrace. Access to this section of 

the basement is via one of two stairs, either the main stairwell in the southwest corner of the structure or a 

secondary access stair in the alley on the north side of the structure. Safety concerns regarding earthquake 

damage has led to the closure of the secondary access stairs. All further reference to the basement level applies 

only to this western basement directly adjacent to Oxford Terrace. 

Access to the basement is via a staircase, bounded by a cracked and damaged red brick core structure, which 

also serves to house the elevator shaft. There is horizontal cracking to the underside of the concrete stairs (see 

Photo 2-1) and flooding in the room(s) under the stairs (see Photo 2-2). The basement contains a safe, built with 

the original structure in 1922 [1] [2]. At the time of inspection, the safe door was open and the room was flooded 

to a depth pf approximately 0.3m (see Photo 2-3).  

 

 

Photo 2-1: Horizontal cracks in staircase as viewed from basement under stairs  
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Photo 2-2: Water ponding in basement under stairs  

 

 

Photo 2-3: Water ponding in safe 

 

There is one other large room in the basement. Within this room are two large columns with column capitals. 

There are several cracks to the walls (see Photo 2-4), ceiling slabs and floor slabs in this room. Several large 

cracks (in the order of 1mm to 2.5mm in width) run along the basement floor and ceiling in a north-south direction, 

approximately parallel to Oxford Terrace. These cracks are up to 12m long and are located approximately 3.5m 

from the basement foundation wall on Oxford Terrace. There is evidence that these cracks are reflected in the 

upper floors. There is a differential step of approximately 5mm across the main cracks in the basement floor, with 

the portion of the slab on the Oxford Terrace side appearing lower (see Photo 2-5). This observation is broadly in 

line with a level survey undertaken at floor level in 2011 [3]. 
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Photo 2-4: Diagonal cracks to walls in basement 

 

Photo 2-5: Longitudinal cracks and step in basement floor slab 

 

There is evidence of cracks in the Oxford Terrace basement wall and the floor, local to this wall. Material 

resembling either remnant liquefaction ejecta or alluvial soil, which has seeped through wall cracks, has collected 

on the basement floor (see Photo 2-6). Available documentation [1] [4] suggests that the internal basement floor 

level is approximately equal to the river level in the Avon River on Oxford Terrace. This evidence, combined with 

the water gathering in basement suggests that the subfloor waterproofing system has failed.  
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Photo 2-6: Soil in basement and cracks to basement floor 

 

It was possible to access some of the sub floor space between the basement areas through an intrusive 

investigation point in a plasterboard-lined, timber-framed wall (see Photo 2-7). It is assumed that this access point 

formed part of the strip-out works. During the brief visual inspection, there was no evidence of damage in this 

area. 

 

 

Photo 2-7: Sub floor space between basements 

 

Evidence of concrete cracking, water (and potential soil) ingress combined with settlement at the front of the 

building [3] (towards the Avon River on Oxford Terrace) is consistent with soil bearing failure due to soil-softening 

brought about by deep-seated liquefaction and local lateral movement toward a geographical feature. This 

empirical evidence from the AECOM investigation is consistent with failure mechanisms suggested in previous 

structural [5] and geotechnical [4] reports.  
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2.2 Ground Floor (Level 0) 

Access to the ground floor is via the main entrance on Oxford Terrace or alternately via the ramped alleyway on 

the northern side of the structure. There is a mezzanine between the ground and the second floor and thus the 

ceiling height on the ground floor is both single storey (on the western side) and double storey (to the east of the 

structure). 

Immediately to the right of the foyer on Oxford Terrace in the southwest corner of the building is a front office / 

reception room, inside of which, the underside of the concrete slab at mezzanine level is visible. There is 

significant cracking to the underside of the slab. The cracks run in both directions parallel to both the main and 

secondary RC beams and are estimated (from ground level) to be up to 4m long and approximately 1mm in width. 

At the time of investigation, there was no visible spalling to the underside of the mezzanine slab. 

Based on a review of available structural drawings and given the age of the building it is reasonable to suspect 

that some of these cracks are present due to the insufficient provision of cracking reinforcement. However, the 

cracking observed is not entirely consistent with overloading in flexure exacerbating early age cracking. It is more 

likely that these cracks are due in part, to in-plane deformation of the floor as the floor acted as diaphragm 

between stiff core elements during earthquake excitation. The concentration of stiff elements to the west of the 

structure on Oxford Terrace and to the south east of the structure and the lack of stiff elements elsewhere in the 

structure may have led to significant movement and deformation in the floor diaphragm, evidenced by the 

cracking visible to the underside of the mezzanine slab. 

In the single storey area of the ground floor, there are four stiff shear elements:  

1) Brick stair core wrapping around the elevator shaft on the southern elevation, 

2) Internal reinforced concrete shear wall (not original), 

3) Southern elevation shear wall (not original),  

4) Northern elevation shear wall (not original).  

In lateral loading of the structure, the elements noted above engage and transfer loads, to varying degrees, due to 

their position, orientation, relative stiffness, and interaction with and to connection to the main reinforced concrete 

moment frame. Elements 3 & 4 are orientated to have lateral transfer capacity purely in the east-west direction, 

whereas element 2 is orientated to have lateral transfer capacity in the opposing north-south direction. Elements 

2, 3, & 4 all form part of the 2008 retrofit works. The brick stair core is part of the original structure and has limited 

lateral load transfer capacity in both directions due the presence of masonry. 

In the lateral loading of any structure, the stiffest elements attract the greatest proportion of the load and attempt 

to transfer these loads to the foundations. In this structure, the cladding and perimeter shear walls / cores are the 

stiffest elements. Any internal shear wall, bracing element, or moment-resistant concrete column can only engage 

when these perimeter elements forgo their stiffness or fail. The brick stairwells and infill wall panels therefore act 

like rudimentary single use energy dissipaters. Failing the bed joints and shearing individual bricks in such 

elements expends a great deal of energy. The level of damage in such stiff, but brittle elements is therefore a 

measure of the degree to which they were loaded in the earthquake. 

Unreinforced masonry wall panels are extremely brittle and once they fail, have a tendency to deteriorate quickly.  

In this structure, the red brick panels are double skinned construction, tied together with wall ties at nominal 

centres. Once the bed joints surrounding such ties crack, there is little holding the panel in place in the case of 

out-of-plane loading in a future seismic event. Furthermore, once moisture begins to ingress into the cracks in the 

masonry panels, it causes environmental decay in the form of swelling and spalling which increase the likelihood 

of bricks dislodging and the panel partially or completely collapsing.   

The stairwell in the southeast of the structure wraps around the elevator shaft and leads both up to the mezzanine 

level and down to the basement below. There is significant cracking visible in the brick stair core on both the 

upward and downward flights, indicating that the stairwell was severely ‘tested’ under earthquake loading. Cracks 

run diagonally along the face of the stair core and run through joints and bricks. Many bricks are visibly broken 

and dislodged. The stiff, masonry stair core likely attracted a large amount of load in the earthquake and it is likely 

that the consequent cracking, shattering, and finally dislodging of many of the red bricks in the stairwell led to a 

high level of energy dissipation in the structure. This damping may in turn helped prevent partial or total collapse 

of the structure in the relatively short period of peak loading. In a future, moderate seismic event, it is likely that 

the existing cracks will open to such a degree that partial or complete collapse of the stairwells or of any number 

of perimeter wall panels is probable. Cracking of these masonry elements decreases stiffness, and load will likely 
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transfer via one of numerous less favourable load paths. Whilst the likelihood of complete structural collapse is 

low, the potential risk to life in a partial collapse is high, given the proximity of the structure to an occupied office 

building and to the (soon to be completed) tramline on Oxford Terrace. 

At the rear of the ground floor on the eastern elevation, there is a now derelict kitchen. Access to this area was 

restricted as the cold storage room has not been emptied since 2011 and posed a health and safety risk. 

Consequently, full structural inspection was not possible in this area (see Photo 2-8).  

 

Photo 2-8: Derelict kitchen on the ground floor 

 

In the double height (eastern) side of the structure, the reinforced concrete shear core is the main lateral 

resistance element. There is significant cracking damage to this shear core and to the adjacent stairwell which 

joins the forward and rear structures. Section 2.4 contains further information on the stairwell. 

The a-symmetric location of this rear shear core means that the centre of stiffness in the structure is not co-

incident to the centre of mass of the structure and this has a tendency to induce a torsional response in the 

structure under lateral earthquake excitation. In particular, the northeast corner of the main structure is likely to 

displace much more than the rest of the structure. There is evidence of hinging relating to this increased local 

displacement in both the stairway joining the main and rear structures (section 2.4) and in columns and wall 

panels on the second (section 2.6) and the third floors (section 2.7) respectively. 

 

2.3 Alleyway 

There is an alley immediately adjacent to the main structure on the north side of the site. This alleyway provides 

access to the rear of the building (discussed in section 2.4) and serves as an entrance to the restaurant space on 

the ground floor level of the main structure. 

Access to the alleyway is via a wrought iron gate in an archway on the northwest corner of the Oxford terrace 

façade. From a visual inspection, conducted at ground floor level, this archway appears to be a concrete panel. 

There is significant cracking and spalling damage to the archway at its point of connection to the north perimeter 

wall of the site (as shown in Photo 2-9). 
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Photo 2-9: Damage to the archway entrance 

There is a roof structure above the alleyway comprising glazed panels supported by a steel frame, which ties the 

main structure to the northern perimeter wall. The relative height of this glass roof is approximately midway 

between the mezzanine and second floor level. Bricks and other debris falling off the structure, four or more 

stories above, have broken some of the glass panels. There is significant damage to the northern façade of the 

structure visible from the alleyway. This damage is particularly concentrated at the window openings (see Photos 

2-10 and 2-11). 

 

 

Photo 2-10: Damage to the northern façade and broken awning as viewed from the alleyway 
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Photo 2-11: Further damage to the northern façade as viewed from the alleyway 

The northern perimeter wall does not appear to have been part of the original structure. This wall consists of 

reinforced concrete panels spanning between reinforced concrete columns and terminates slightly above the 

awning. Since the steel frame ties glass awning to these wall panels, it is possible that the steel framing provides 

some nominal level of restraint to the wall. Available photos show that during the 2011 event there was a car park 

structure in place to the north of this wall, which may have provided a degree of restraint to the wall [3]. Demolition 

works on the car park are complete and it is no longer in situ. Therefore, the perimeter wall may behave differently 

in a future event. There is widespread evidence of vertical cracking to the reinforced concrete wall panels (as 

shown in Photo 2-12). The reinforced concrete columns supporting the wall panels did not appear damaged. 

 

Photo 2-12: vertical cracking to the inside of the wall panels on the northern elevation 

There were full height vertical cracks to all visible perimeter columns on the northern elevation when viewed form 

the alleyway. It is likely that the original square concrete columns were ‘built-up’ with masonry to form a decorative 

shape. When the columns moved under lateral loading, the concrete and masonry had considerably different 

response in terms of flexibility and vertical cracks opened up at the interface. This cracking has since developed 

into local spalling of the façade plaster (see Photo 2-13). This spalling is allowing moisture to penetrate the 

masonry elements leading to further degradation of the building envelope. 
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Photo 2-13: Indicative crack damage and spalling to perimeter columns as viewed from the alleyway. 

2.4 Rear Structure  

Original drawings identify the two-storey rear structure adjoining the main five-storey structure as the ‘motor-

house’ [2] [1]. A two-storey walkway (or sky-bridge) connects the two portions of the structure, accessed via the 

eastern stair core. The undertaking of significant alteration work converted this area to a bar and live music 

venue.  

It is not possible to comment on the floor level deviations and earthquake-related settlement in this area of the 

structure as the available level survey excludes this area [3]. 

The connecting walkway suffered severe earthquake damage with both horizontal (Photo 2-14) and vertical 

(Photo 2-15) concrete cracking and spalling evident throughout. It is likely that stress concentration at this 

interface point between the two connected structures, both with significantly different earthquake responses, 

caused this damage. Access to this area has been restricted since 2011 as earlier engineering reports [6] [7] 

identified the collapse hazard and risk to life. External crack damage and three years of water ingress have 

served to intensify the hazard. 
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Photo 2-14: Severe damage to RC beam and wall at intersection of structures 

 

Photo 2-15: Severe damage to RC frame at intersection of structures 

 

The “current” bar layout is the result of alterations to the original structure [2]. Damage is evident at many of the 

modification points. This alteration work included the removal of a large portion of the first-floor diaphragm directly 

above the service-area in the bar, which locally created a balcony from the remaining beam and slab system. 

Access to the balcony is via two sets of stairs, one internal (Photo 2-16) and one external. There is evidence of 

crack damage to the underside of the concrete slab in this balcony area (see Photo 2-17).  The balcony hangs 

from the roof on steel ties. Inspection of the tie to roof connections was not possible, due to their location above a 

double height ceiling. 
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Photo 2-16: Access to the retrofitted balcony via an internal stairs 

 

Photo 2-17: Indicative cracks to underside of balcony slab 

 

The effectiveness of steel universal column sections fixed to the eastern wall as restraint members in the double 

height bar area is unclear. The removal of reinforced concrete walls as part of the fit-out of the bar has served 

only to weaken the structure, and reduce its lateral capacity. There is evidence of significant deformation and 

cracking in these areas (see Photo 2-18).  
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Photo 2-18: Damage at the point of removal of internal walls 

 

There is significant cracking and spalling around a filled-in window opening over the service area at the northern 

end of the bar. This window appears filled with unreinforced, hollow masonry blocks. These blocks have partially 

broken and dislodged. The visible local cracking is consistent with deformation of the former window opening due 

to in-plane lateral movement of the northern wall under earthquake loading. 

 

 

Photo 2-19: Cracks damage and block failure at a former window opening. 

 

At the western end of the alleyway on the northern side of the site, the boundary wall of the complex joins the wall 

of the bar. This is adjacent to entrance to the bar in the northeast corner of the site. At this location, the alleyway 

steps down into the bar and there is significant damage to the reinforced concrete perimeter walls. The concrete 

has spalled, exposing the reinforcement to the elements, leading to further environmental degradation of the 

reinforcement. It is likely that long-term moisture ingress to reinforcement, which was without proper cover for 

external exposure combined with flexure under earthquake loading, has caused the concrete to delaminate and 

break away (see Photo 2-20). 
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Photo 2-20: Delamination and spalling of concrete on eastern wall near main bar entrance 

 

 

2.5 Mezzanine (Level 1) 

There is significant damage to the underside of the second floor when viewed from mezzanine level. The slab 

appears to be in good condition but the beams, beam-to-column connections have spalled, and in certain 

locations beams show signs of both shear cracking at the connections and flexural cracking at mid-span. There is 

vertical cracking in some of the columns. 

 

Photo 2-21: Cracks in the column at the beam-column intersection on mezzanine floor 

 

It is common that there be some degradation of concrete members due to exposure to environmental attack over 

a period of nearly a century; however, it was possible to demolish the underside of the RC beam by hand (see 

Photo 2-22). The level of delamination of the concrete away from the swollen and rusted reinforcement points to 

severe damage in the RC frame members at this level. 
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Photo 2-22: Delamination of the reinforced concrete beams  

 

The original design of the structure included a small mezzanine immediately above the entrance on Oxford 

Terrace. The concrete pour in the original part of the mezzanine is of low quality with large inclusions, lack of 

cover and spalling (see Photo 2-23). 

 

 

Photo 2-23: Poor quality concrete in beams at mezzanine level.  

 

The 2008 retrofit involved an extension to the mezzanine that effectively doubled it in size. RC column to steel 

framed mezzanine floor (extension) connections show significant signs of distress and the dry pack grout between 

the connection plates and RC columns appears to have dislodged and is no longer in place (see photo 2-24). 
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Photo 2-24: Mezzanine extension to concrete column connection.  

 

2.6 Second Floor (Level 2) 

Access to the second floor is via either the western stairwell (or elevators) or via the eastern stairwell. The second 

floor is a full story with approximately equal floor area to that of the ground floor. At the time of inspection, the 

second floor strip out was completed. The second floor is completely open-plan. The retrofitted shear walls on the 

north and south elevations continue through this level. There does not appear to be any damage to these 

elements. The retrofitted internal shear core terminates at mezzanine level and transitions to a “chevron” shaped 

steel bracing system at this level (see Photo 2-25). This bracing and its connections appear undamaged. There is 

significant cracking to, and dislodgment of bricks in the western stairwell. This damage is particularly evident 

between the second and third storeys where the plaster has spalled entirely from the walls (see Photo 2-26). It is 

possible at certain locations to remove bricks from the stairwell by hand.  

 

 

Photo 2-25: Internal steel bracing on second floor with western stairwell in the left background 
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Photo 2-26: Damage to the brickwork in the stairwell 

There is significant damage to the walls of the western stairwell, but it is still possible to access the upper floors 

using this stairs. The elevator is no longer operational. The eastern stairwell has suffered extensive damage in the 

earthquakes, as noted in section 2.4. Access to this stairwell is restricted at the second level due to collapse 

concerns. The eastern shear core has suffered extensive crack damage and consequently access to the safe 

room within the core is restricted (see Photo 2-27). 

 

Photo 2-27: Extensive crack damage to the eastern shear core (access prohibited) 

 

There is evidence of significant spalling of the concrete and exposure of reinforcement in the beams on the 

second floor, particularly around the western stairwell (see Photo 2-28). There are vertical shear cracks visible in 

the column-to-beam connections at several locations on the western side of the second floor (see Photo 2-29). 
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Photo 2-28: Spalling to underside of beam in western stairwell Photo 2-29: shear cracks at beam-column intersection 

 

It appears that the 2008 retrofit also involved the installation of steel beams and steel reinforcement plates to the 

reinforced concrete beams on the second floor. It is unclear, from a ground-level visual inspection, whether the 

intension of these plates was to bypass pre-existing damage or to allow for increased loading on the floors above 

(see photo 2-30). 

 

 

Photo 2-30: Retrofitted steelwork in the ceiling space on the second floor  

 

There is significant damage to the RC beam-to-beam connections on the Oxford Terrace façade at second floor 

level. All of the beams above the Oxford Terrace windows show evidence of shear cracking, to various degrees of 

severity. The northwest window has failed in shear, and it is recommended that this window be propped as a 

matter of urgency. The continual moisture ingress will lead to further degradation of the steel which could lead to a 

sudden partial collapse of the façade at this location. The failure is shown in Photo 2-31. 
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Photo 2-31: Shear failure of the lintel over a window on Oxford Terrace 

 

There is widespread crack damage to the masonry infill panels on the second floor. This damage generally 

comprises cracks and dislodging of window sills (as shown in Photo 2-32) but more severe horizontal cracking in 

the brick panels is evident in the northeast corner of the structure, as illustrated in Photo 2-33 

 

  

Photo 2-32: Indicative damage to window sill Photo 2-33: Horizontal brick panel cracking 

 

As noted in section 2.2, Ground Floor, there is an uneven distribution of stiff, laterally resistant elements in this 

structure, which infers a torsional response to lateral loading. The damage due to this torsion begins to become 

particularly evident in the upper stories of the structure, beginning in the second floor. At the point of connection 

between the retrofitted shear wall and the RC frame on the northern elevation, the beams, wall panels, and 

columns appear to have twisted and hinged leading to diagonal failure patterns in the first three elements (see 

Photos 2-34, 2-35, & 2-36). The column failure was propped with a steel frame to allow transfer of vertical load. 

There has been no remediation of the failed RC beam or masonry panel.  The installed props are unlikely to offer 

any lateral resistance and this point is therefore of particular concern as this area is the most likely to collapse in a 

future seismic event. 
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Photo 2-34: Failure of the structure on the northern elevation at second floor level 

 

  

Photo 2-35: Close-up of beam to column failure Photo 2-36: Close-up of red brick panel failure 

 

2.7 Third Floor (Level 3) 

This is the first level of the structure where the footprint decreases in plan area. The plan area of the third floor 

(and all subsequent upper floors) is approximately equal to that of the mezzanine. Access to the third floor is via 

the western stairwell (and contained elevator) only. Roof access is available on the third floor, which connects the 

office space with roof plant and the entrance to the (closed) eastern stairwell. The chevron bracing from level two 

continues into level three, but is largely contained with a partition wall between the main office space and toilets. 

There is no visible damage to these steel braces. 

The damage on the third floor is largely similar to that identified on the second floor. The western stairwell 

cracking is at its most extensive and most severe between the second and third floors, as shown in photos 2-37 

and 2-38. 
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Photo 2-37: Cracking to the red brick in the stairwell at third floor level Photo 2-38: Spalling of the concrete in an RC beam in the western 

stairwell at third floor level 

 

There are diagonal cracks above and below all the windows on the western elevation (Oxford Terrace), this 

suggests that much like the window lintels on the second level these window sill beams have failed (see Photo 2-

39 and 2-40). 

  

 
 

Photo 2-39: Vertical crack in window sill up-stand beam on western 

elevation 

Photo 2-40: Diagonal crack in window sill up-stand beam on western 

elevation 

The contractor provided a core sample taken through the concrete floor at third floor level (see Photo 2-41). This 

core sample is solid with no visible inclusions and appears to be in good condition. On further examination of the 

core location, the slab also appears to be in good condition (see Photo 2-42). 

 
  

Photo 2-41: Approximate location of core sample on third floor Photo 2-42: Internal view of core hole 
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There is significant damage to the red brick windowsills and the red brick wall panels on the northern elevation at 

third storey level, particularly concentrated at the northeast corner of the third storey (see Photo 2-43). This 

damage is directly above the panel and wall failures on the northern elevation at second storey level and further 

intensifies local collapse concerns. It was possible to remove bricks by hand at this location. 

 

Photo 2-43: Damage to the structure on the northern elevation at third floor level 

 

2.8 Fourth Floor (Level 4) 

The largest amount of documented damage occurred on the fourth floor. At this floor the perimeter of the structure 

appears to transition from RC frame with infill red brick panels to be almost entirely constructed of stiff, brittle red 

bricks. The mortar in these brick walls have failed. There are horizontal cracks above, below, and between many 

of the windows on the western elevation adjacent to Oxford Terrace (see Photo 2-44). This indicates that there 

has been significant lateral movement of these brick walls, which caused bed joint failures in the various layers of 

the red brick panels. It is likely that these panels now stay in place only due to their own self-weight and friction as 

the mortar bond has failed.  

 

Photo 2-44: Horizontal cracking above and below windows on the Oxford Terrace façade at fourth floor level 
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The northern elevation of the structure at fourth floor level has suffered significant damage and has structurally 

failed (see Photos 2-45, 2-46, and 2-47). There is extensive damage to the wall and cracking extends through the 

mortar joints of the brick, through the individual bricks and right through from the external to internal leaf (see 

Photo 2-48). Bricks have dislodged and are easily removed from the wall by hand. There is evidence of debris 

and brick rubble on the external window sill at this location, indicating that this wall continues to deteriorate (see 

Photo 2-49). This part of the structure is an extreme collapse hazard. Risk of collapse grows as water penetration 

continues to degrade the wall panel. This panel is likely to fail in a moderate earthquake but may also fail through 

partial collapse due to environmental decay.  

 

Photo 2-45: Extensive damage to the northern elevation at fourth floor level 

  

Photo 2-46: Internal window framing failure Photo 2-47: Damage concentrated at northeast corner 

  

Photo 2-48: Severe cracking to northern facade Photo 2-49: Brick debris on windowsill of northern elevation 
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The contractor provided a concrete core sample taken from the fourth floor slab approximately adjacent to the 

northern elevation. This core sample was not recovered as a solid piece but fell apart into remnants resembling 

gravel. This indicates that the floor slab concrete mix in this area of the structure is of very low quality (see Photo 

2-50). A closer inspection of the core location revealed that the slab has significant inclusions (see photo 2-51). 

 

 

 

Photo 2-50: Fourth floor concrete sample Photo 2-51: Fourth floor slab at location of concrete core 

 

The “chevron” bracing from levels two and three continues to level four. As was the case at level three, the 

“chevron” bracing at level four is contained largely within a partition wall between the bathrooms and main office 

space. There does not appear to be any damage to the steel bracing, however an original brick partition wall and 

reinforced concrete beam have both suffered damage as shown in Photos 2-52 and 2-53 respectively. 

 

  

Photo 2-52: Failure of red brick partition wall on fourth floor Photo 2-53: Spalling of concrete and rusted steel under RC beam on 

fourth floor 

 

2.9 Fifth Floor (Level 5) 

Built as part of the 2008 retrofit works, the steel and timber-framed structure (see Photo 2-54) appears to have 

performed well in the earthquake. This is likely due to the large displacement capacity inherent in lightweight steel 

frames. Unlike the stiff and brittle masonry panels below, the steel / timber-framed roof structure was able to 

shake and move in the earthquake without damaging itself. The connections in the roof bracing have suffered 

some damage with plate deformation and bolt shear evident at several locations (see Photo 2-55). 
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Photo 2-54: Failure of the structure on the northern elevation at second floor level 

 

There is access to a cantilever balcony on Oxford Terrace at this level. There are three distinct cracks in the 

balcony parapets perpendicular to the façade (see Photo 2-56). These cracks appear to be indicative of 

settlement of the structure towards the northwest and echo the level survey of the ground floor. 

  

Photo 2-55: Shear failure of the connection in the roof bracing at fifth floor level Photo 2-56: Displacement cracks on the fifth floor balcony 

 

From the balcony, it is possible to see parts of bricks and other debris on the window sills of the lower levels, 

particularly on the north face of the structure. This suggests that the cracked brick wall panels and the plaster 

facade are continuing to degrade (see Photo 2-57). 

 

Photo 2-57: Debris falling from the façade on the northern elevation 
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2.10 Oxford Terrace Façade  

A visual inspection from afar, of the facade on Oxford Terrace undertaken from ground level revealed little 

damage, although to undertake a full survey and record all instances of damage a mobile work platform would be 

required.  

The coat of arms insignia above the main entrance on oxford terrace appears in good condition and does not 

appear to be fragmented. There is evidence of cracking around the insignia at the connections with the main 

façade (see Photo 2-58). Therefore, it is likely to fail in a moderate earthquake not by shattering or rupturing but 

due to ejection from its current position into the street in one large piece.  

 

Photo 2-58: Cracking around, but not through, the coat of arms 

The ground floor level survey undertaken in 2011 [3] also examined the verticality of the exterior of the structure 

and indicated that the main reinforced concrete columns on Oxford Terrace (see Photo 2-59) are not plumb. The 

survey also indicated that the rake in these columns undergoes a distinct change at approximately third floor level 

whereupon the columns appear to lean further out than at lower levels. It is not clear from the level of damage 

visible at street level whether these columns have ‘hinged’ and suffered a permanent deformation in the 

earthquake or whether this rake is a result of the original construction of the columns. There is some evidence of 

hairline horizontal cracking in the plaster around these columns, but unlike elsewhere in the structure (on the 

northern façade in particular) there is no visible spalling or damage to the plasterwork. It is important to note that 

while there has been no observed damage to the exterior of the Oxford Terrace façade that there has been 

significant internal damage documented in the previous sections of this report, and this façade is approximately 

8m from the new tram track on Oxford Terrace (see Photo 2-60).   

  

Photo 2-59: Main RC columns on Oxford Terrace façade Photo 2-60: Proximity of Oxford Terrace to new tramlines (~8m) 
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3.0 Risk Assessment 

 

 

 

 

Risk Description 

 

Existing controls/ Assumptions 

 

Short Term Situation 

 

Long Term Situation 

 

Risk Rating / 
Consequence 

 

Mitigation Measures 

 

Residual Risk / 
Consequence 

 

Risk Rating / 
Consequence 

 

Mitigation Measures 

 

Residual Risk / 
Consequence 

 

1 

 

Collapse of coat of arms above 

main entrance on Oxford 

Terrace 

 

Limited exclusion zone.  

Cracks exist at interface between coat of 

arms and main façade structure 

  

Maintain exclusion zone 

   

As per short term 

 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Low 

 

2 

 

Partial structural collapse due to 

shear failure in column on 

northern building perimeter 

 

Steel box section frame in place. 

This remedial solution only addresses 

vertical overload and not flexural failure, 

either in plane or out of plane.  

  

Structural review of current measure taken 

and possible design of augmented system  

   

Structural review of current measure taken and 

possible design of augmented system 

 

Medium 

High 

Low 

High 

Medium 

High 

Low 

High 

 

3 

 

Partial or total collapse of brick 

infill panels on western face of 

structure 

 

Limited exclusion zone 

  

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen 

   

As per short term 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

 

4 

 

Partial or total collapse of brick 

infill panels on northern face of 

structure 

 

Limited exclusion zone 

 
 

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen 

  
 

As per short term 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

 

5 

 

Proximity of structure to 

neighbouring building to the 

south 

 

Limited exclusion zone 

  

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen 

 
  

As per short term 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

 

6 

 

Partial structural collapse of 

western façade due to shear 

failure in lintel beam  

 

Limited exclusion zone  

 
 

Structural assessment of concrete beam and 

determination of necessary support 

   

Provide structural shield, increase width of 

exclusion zone, strengthen 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

 

7 

 

Collapse of walkway / sky-bridge 

 

Prohibited access to building 

High 

Low 

 

Prohibited access to building 

High 

Low 

High 

Low 

 

Demolish 

Nil 

Nil 

    

 

8 

 

Proximity of  main structure to 

car park to the north 

 

Limited exclusion zone 

  

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen 

   

As per short term 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

 

9 

 

Collapse of ‘penguin wall’ on 

northern elevation 

 

Limited exclusion zone 

  

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen 

   

As per short term 

 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

High 

Medium 

Low 
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10 

 

Motor house building (bar) 

collapse 

 

No mitigating measures for outward 

collapse 

 

High 

High 

 

Provide shield or increase width of exclusion 

zone or strengthen or demolish. 

 

Medium  

(option dependant) 

Medium 

(option dependant) 

 

High 

High 

 

Demolish 

Nil 

Nil 

    

11 Steel mezzanine Prohibited access to building Medium 

Medium 

Prop mezzanine Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Strengthen mezzanine Low 

Low 

    

 

12 

Soil softening and façade 

collapse towards Oxford Terrace 

No mitigation measures High 

High 

Maintain exclusion zone Medium 

Low 

High 

High 

As per short term Medium 

Low 

    

 

3.1 Basis of Risk Assessment (Key) 

The following matrix was used in the evaluation of key risks. 
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4.0 Risk Mitigation Options  

This structure poses a risk to public in a moderate seismic event, as identified in the twelve collapse hazards 

nominated in section three of three of this report. There are four broad options identified for the mitigation of this 

risk: 

1. Repair to 33%NBS 

2. Immediate demolition 

3. Extension of exclusion zone 

4. Shield protection system 

4.1 Repair / Strengthen to 33%NBS 

The first option for the mitigation of risk relating to the identified collapse hazards is to repair / strengthen the 

structure to (at least) 33%NBS. If any form of strengthening was to be pursued in the medium (say, greater than 6 

months) or longer term (say, greater than 2 years), then an increased exclusion zone or shield protection option 

must also be pursued to reduce the risk to the public. A repair solution will aid in mitigating the risk to the public by 

decreasing both the likelihood and the consequence of collapse. 

This option is likely to require significant engineering works, possibly including shear wall strengthening, floor 

replacement, underpinning of foundations, column strengthening, and stair core replacement [6] [5]. Given the 

magnitude of the works, repair may not be a commercially viable option.  

4.2 Immediate Demolition 

Immediate demolition is the only option, which will reduce the risk to the public to zero. Several critical structural 

weaknesses have been identified in section two of this report, any of which could lead to a partial collapse in a 

moderate seismic event. 

This structure was designed circa 1922, thus the possibility of a globally disproportionate (or progressive) collapse 

in the event of partial collapse cannot be precluded. ‘Disproportionate collapse’ is defined as a global collapse, 

which occurs as a direct result of a seemingly inconsequential local collapse. The “Ronan Point” collapse in 

London in 1968 precipitated the development of the modern robustness-based design approach used in buildings. 

‘Robustness’ involves the design of ‘key members’ and both horizontal and vertical ties to guard against 

catastrophic failure [8]. Such design philosophies did not exist at the beginning of the twentieth century. Given that 

this structure is classified as earthquake prone with an identified lateral seismic capacity of 8%NBS [7], the 

structure is unlikely to have sufficient tying capacity to resist progressive collapse failure. 

The identified environmental ingress through the breached building envelope will serve only to reduce the strength 

of the structure. Examples of this include degradation of the masonry infill panels as they swell and contract due 

continued moisture penetration and the ongoing corrosion of exposed reinforcement. The degradation of the 

building envelope therefore directly increases the risk to the public as it increases the likelihood of structural 

collapse.  

In the medium to long term, it is plausible that environmental attack will lead to partial collapse without any 

seismic event. This process is already visible on the upper floors where bricks and brick debris has dislodged 

from the façade and is collecting on ledges and sills. 

4.3 Extension of Exclusion Zone 

An immediate widening of the exclusion zone around the structure is highly recommended in the short term to 

protect the public. An exclusion zone does not aid in preventing collapse of the structure, but in the event of such 

collapse, a large exclusion zone can help mitigate the risk to life posed by flying debris.  

There is no rational basis for calculating a ‘safe’ exclusion zone, which would eliminate all risk to the public. 

However, anecdotal evidence from the collapse of single / double storey masonry facades in the Christchurch 

Earthquake of 22 February 2011 suggests that large amounts of debris could travel at least 10 to 12m across 

Oxford Terrace, onto and beyond the tram tracks.  
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An exclusion zone is likely to have legal implications as it would extend far beyond the property boundary and 

would require the partial closure of Oxford Terrace and encroachment into neighbouring properties on the other 

building elevations.  

On the south side of the structure, there is an occupied office building. The clear distance between buildings is 

estimated at approximately 3m thus an exclusion zone is unachievable in this area and alternate protection 

measures are thought appropriate. 

4.4 Shield Protection System  

Accepting that an adequate exclusion zone is unlikely to be possible within the given site constraints, some form 

of shield protection structure is likely to be appropriate. A shield system will not reduce the likelihood of collapse, 

but will aid in mitigating the risk to the public in the event of such collapse. 

The shield system is not intended to prop the structure, nor is it intended to be attached to the structure. The 

shield will only serve to deflect debris back into the structure as it collapses, protecting the public from the ‘splash’ 

effect from debris.  

It is likely that the shield system may be comprised of shipping containers and a triangulated steel frame structure 

above. The triangular steel frame structure will need bracing for stability and will likely support a fine steel mesh 

which will act as a debris guard. An initial estimate, based on a concept design, suggests a cost in the order of 

$0.75M for the debris shield. A different shield design may be required on each elevation given the varying site 

constraints.  

There are likely to be practical implementation issues relating to the installation of a shield system as much of the 

shield is likely to be outside the property boundary. This is likely to require CCC (and other stakeholder) 

consultation and approval which will extend timelines for installation.  

4.5 Short-term Risk Mitigation 

Notwithstanding the four medium to long-term risk mitigation measures presented in this report, it is 

recommended that short-term risk mitigation measures be implemented as a matter of urgency to increase the 

level of protection to the public. 

A series of concept sketches relating to the proposed non-seismic short-term safety measures are presented in 

Appendix A of this report. These concepts are not intended to prevent partial or total collapse in a moderate 

seismic event, nor are they be relied upon reduce risk to the public in any seismic event.  

These measures are only intended to reduce the risk to the public from debris ejected from the structure as a 

result of the continued structural degradation of the building envelope, caused by environmental attack and non-

seismic loading of the damaged structure. The measures are comprised of a combination of an extended 

exclusion zone, shipping container shield, and debris-deflection netting around the structure.  

All concepts are presented for discussion and evaluation purposes only. These concepts are not for construction. 

A temporary works designer must be engaged to evaluate, develop and design the details of all measures. 
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5.0 Recommendations / Conclusions 

 

Previous DEE inspections [5] have classified this structure ‘earthquake prone’, with a structural capacity of 

8%NBS. This means that there is risk of partial or total structural collapse, causing risk to life and property in a 

moderate earthquake event. 

It is highly recommended that weather-tightness repair works be undertaken on the structure immediately to 

prevent further degradation of the building envelope. This includes (but is not limited to) securing all broken 

windows and doors and sealing all broken plaster render.  

Security measures should be taken to restrict access to the structure, as partial collapse due to vandalism or fire 

pose a risk to the public. 

Implementation of a repair solution designed to bring the building to 33%NBS or preferably greater would 

minimise the risk of structural collapse in the longer term, but short term measures and suitable exclusion zones 

would still be required. 

Immediate demolition is the only course of action that can completely remove all risks associated with collapse of 

the structure. Our detailed observation of the building’s elevations and interior lead us to infer that only the 

western façade appears to have heritage value.  

The short term risk to life and property can be reduced by increasing the width(s) of the exclusion zones and 

providing a structural shield, however no rational basis exists for determining the width(s) of such exclusion 

zones. Concepts sketches for such short term measures are included in Appendix A to this report. 

It is our recommendation that these measures be undertaken as a matter of urgency. The shield system will need 

specific engineering design and is likely to be composed of a combination of steel frames and shipping 

containers. These works are required in the short term to protect the public regardless of whether the structure is 

repaired or rebuilt in the medium to long term. 
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Appendix A 

Temporary Safety Measures 

(Concept) 
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SECTION A-A, Option 1 - PPHT netting installation secured to Southern Elevation of 152 Oxford Terrace
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SECTION A-A, Option 2 - PPHT netting installation supported by scaffolding in alleyway adjacent to Southern Elevation
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SECTION B-B - Original proposal showing shipping container shield on Oxford Terrace
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Executive Summary 

Tailorspace Investments Ltd has engaged AECOM New Zealand Ltd to prepare a report assessing the building 

located at 152 Oxford Terrace, Christchurch Central which has suffered extensive damage since the series of 

Earthquakes from 4 September 2010. 

AECOM’s engagement included the generation of strengthening concepts to 34%, 67% and 100%NBS, 

commentary on architectural and heritage considerations as they relate to the possibility of demolition, repair and / 

or redevelopment of the site, costings of the three proposed strengthening solutions, and a review of the previous 

report and evaluation undertaken by Aurecon. 

AECOM has had the benefit of inspecting the structure on 9/10/14 after the majority of the internal soft strip-out 

was completed and again on 1/12/14 when the works were further progressed. With much of the internal fabric of 

the building removed, the internal strip-out has revealed significantly more damage than observed by other 

consultants in previous reports. 

As part of this report, an architectural critique of the building form and function has outlined a number of 

shortcomings in the existing building’s design from a functional perspective, if continued to be used for office and 

hospitality tenancies.  

Additionally, AECOM has undertaken a critique addressing heritage features which has challenged some of the 

comments made in the letters previously issued to CERA by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust (now Heritage 

New Zealand Pouhere Taonga or HNZPT hereafter) and Christchurch City Council. While we recommend the 

protection and reinstatement of selected existing features of the building which contribute to it’s historical 

significance, it is likely that the works required to repair and strengthen the building will compromise many aspects 

of the building’s heritage value.  

The structural component of this report focuses on the measures required to strengthen the building to the 

previously mentioned seismic limits. All retrofit solutions considered by AECOM included the removal and 

replacement of the masonry walls around the perimeter of the building, removal and rebuilding of the night club at 

the rear of the main structure and revelling and strengthening of the suspended concrete floor slabs. Again, the 

recommendation to undertake this scope has been informed by the advanced, internal strip-out works that have 

taken place.   

Seismic strengthening to the 34%, 67% and 100% limits and structural repair of the building are intrinsically 

linked, therefore the scope of anticipated works and the costings which accompany them have been considered 

together. 

The estimated costs for the three retrofitted options, a comparison modern equivalent and a comparison heritage 

replica build cost are provided in the table below. 

Building Treatment & Estimated Costs  

34%NBS 67%NBS 100%NBS Modern Equivalent 

Rebuild 

Heritage Replica 

Building 

$17,310,000 $18,030,000 $19,700,000 $16,020,000 $19,000,000 

 

The broad scope of work for the 34% solution included the provision of concrete shear walls on the North and 

West faces of the building and strengthening of the core in the south eastern corner of the building. Foundations 

include the provision of deep ground beams with “shallow” ground improvement to transfer load to the underlying 

bearing stratum.  

The broad scope of work for the 67% solution includes the provision of concrete shear walls on the North, West 

and Southern faces of the building, carbon fibre wrapping of the existing columns and strengthening of the core in 

the south eastern corner of the building. Foundations include the provision of deep ground beams with medium 

depth ground improvement to transfer load to a suitable underlying bearing stratum.  

The broad scope of work for the 100% solution includes the provision of concrete shear walls on the North, West, 

South and Eastern faces of the building, carbon fibre wrapping of the existing columns and strengthening of the 

core in the south eastern corner of the building. Foundations include the provision of a heavy concrete ring beam 

with deep foundations which are piled down to a firm stratum to transfer load to a suitable bearing stratum. 
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To gain perspective on the retrofit costs calculated, an estimated comparison cost of a new building of similar size 

to the existing constructed with modern equivalents has been provided. This comparison cost allows for a 

provisional sum for the potential retention of the facade. 

It can be seen that the costs for all five solutions are similar and it should be noted that a significant component of 

the cost for all three retrofit options is contained within the repair work (not the retrofit) required. 

Given that all three retrofit costs are similar to the comparison new build cost, a worthwhile consideration in 

evaluating future remediation strategies might be the consideration of potential risks associated with each of the 

options. It is AECOM’s opinion that due to the nature of works proposed, the retrofitted options embody potential 

risks well in excess of an option which favours demolition and rebuilding of the structure. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The building at 152 Oxford Terrace, Christchurch Central has suffered significant damage due to a series of 

earthquakes since September 2010.  The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) has restricted 

access to the building currently in accordance with Section 45 of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. 

The purpose of this report is to:  

- Report on damage to the building, 

- Provide recommendations for repair of damage,  

- Undertake simple seismic evaluation and provide recommendations for earthquake retrofit, 

- Provide an estimate of the costs required to meet the 34%, 67% and 100%NBS solutions with these 

costings also addressing damage observed. 

The report is structured as follows: 

- Chapter 2 sets out structural damage, repair solution(s) and elements that require retrofit (seismic 

strengthening), 

- Chapter 3 addresses the architectural and functional characteristics of the building, 

- Chapter 4 describes the building and surrounding heritage characteristics and aspects that will need to be 

considered in future repair and design work, 

- Chapter 5 considers other components that will need to be addressed to ensure that the building meets 

current code of compliance such as fire and hazardous building materials, 

- Chapter 6 brings all of the above together to table the costs of repairs and retrofit for the building to meet an 

NBS of 34%, 67% and 100% 

Supporting information is provided in the appendices. 

It is our understanding that the information in this report will be used to assist CERA and the owner in agreeing a 

suitable way forward in terms of developing the site to a state of being usable once more.  
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2.0 Structure 

2.1 Introduction to “Repairs” vs “Retrofit” 

The proposed remedial construction activities onsite can be broadly divided into “repairs” and (seismic) “retrofit”. 

Repairs involve ‘making good’ or replacing structural elements which have been damaged as a consequence of 

the earthquake events. 

Retrofit is the term used to describe the enhancement of the lateral seismic capacity of the structure through the 

inclusion of bracing systems made from steel and concrete. 

Since the property at 152 Oxford Terrace has suffered significant structural damage, the seismic repair and retrofit 

solutions are intrinsically linked. Whilst they can be viewed in isolation in terms of their elements, they have been 

developed concurrently to complement one another and to ensure compatibility of systems. For example, and 

where applicable, all damaged heavyweight elements (such as cladding or stair cores) have been replaced with 

modern equivalents in lightweight materials. The proposed new lightweight members thereby reinstate building 

functionality to pre earthquake conditions, with the bonus of intentionally reducing the mass of the structure. A 

reduction in mass subsequently reduces the seismic demand on the building and this reduction in lateral demand 

permits a more efficient retrofit solution to be adopted. 

2.2 Repairs 

The following sections outline all the major structural elements which have suffered significant earthquake 

damage and which require repair to reinstate the element(s) to their pre-earthquake condition. The requirement 

for this repair work is separate to any / all retrofit work (which has been sized to resist future earthquake events). 

It is not intended that undertaking this repair work will significantly alter the overall seismic capacity or “%NBS” of 

the structure as a whole.  

Note that all AECOM retrofit designs are predicated on the assumption that the following seismic repair works are 

complete (i.e. that the overall seismic mass of the building is decreased). 

2.2.1 Rear Structure (Night Club) 

(Including bar, link-bridge, and rear stair-core) 

- As noted in a previous AECOM report [1] the type and extent of damage to the rear structure (night club) is 

such that we recommend that this entire structure be demolished and rebuilt. To maintain compatibility with 

the proposed 34%, 67% and 100%NBS retrofit solutions, it is recommended that this structure be rebuilt 

using lightweight steel and / or timber construction. Furthermore, it is proposed that this new rear structure 

and link bridge be isolated from the main reinforced concrete building to permit independent behaviour in 

any future seismic event. 

  

Photo 2-1: Severe damage to the link bridge as viewed from level 2 Photo 2-2: Severe damage to link bridge as viewed internally 
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- The stairwell to the rear (east) of the night club has been identified as dangerous in previous site visits 

carried out by Ruamoko [2] and Aurecon [3] respectively. There exists a significant collapse hazard in this 

area and thus access to this area is restricted. It is recommended that this stairwell be demolished and 

rebuilt. The new stairwell is to be constructed using lightweight materials to minimise the contribution to the 

seismic weight of the overall repaired structure and to maintain compatibility with proposed retrofit schemes. 

 

  

Photo 2-3: Severe crack to the roof slab viewed from level  of rear 

structure 

Photo 2-4: Severe cracking to floor slab on level two of the rear 

structure 

 

2.2.2 Main Stairwell 

(Formerly marble-clad stair in the Southwest corner of the main RC structure) 

- As noted in a previous AECOM report [1], the damage to the red brick stair well surrounding the main 

staircase in the southwest corner of the building is such that the entire stair structure be demolished and 

rebuilt. To maintain compatibility with the proposed 34%, 67% and 100%NBS repair solutions, it is 

recommended that this structure be rebuilt using lightweight steel and / or timber construction. Furthermore, 

it is proposed that during the demolition of this stair well and stair case, a full inspection of the lift shaft 

structure is undertaken to verify that it has not suffered similar damage to the brickwork surround. It was not 

possible to investigate the lift-shaft structure at the time of this report as it is clad and thereby obscured from 

view. 

 

  

Photo 2-5: Elevator shaft is not exposed. Photo 2-6: Main stairwell as viewed prior to strip-out 
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2.2.3 Settlement & Re-levelling  

(Re-levelling requirements) 

- Previous floor level surveys [4], although limited in their extent to the examination of the ground floor only, 

have identified that the main structure has settled by approximately 66mm to the north-west of the site, 

towards the Avon River on Oxford Terrace. A previous geotechnical report [5] indicates that the demolition of 

the neighbouring Clarendon Tower structure may have led to a further 20mm settlement of 152 Oxford 

Terrace. It is highly recommended that a full floor level and facade survey be undertaken across the 

structure, using 3D laser scanning techniques or similar, to determine the exact settlement pattern 

throughout the structure,  

- Several alternatives have been identified in previous reports [3] [5] for remediating this issue, including piled 

underpinning and grout injection techniques. A full geotechnical appraisal and consultation with a specialist 

contractor will be required to comment further on the merits of deep substructure remediation (which was 

outside the scope of this engagement),  

- Another suggested approach is that the building owner may wish to accept this level of settlement in the RC 

frame and remediate only the floor levels using a floor levelling compound (FLC). Given the 66mm 

differential level, and the generous floor to ceiling heights, it is thought that a layer of FLC varying from 

approximately 19mm to a maximum 85mm is required across the entire ground floor and all floors further up 

the building. The exact depth of FLC required at each storey should be confirmed by survey and be carried 

out by specialists in advance of any work on site. 

 

2.2.4 Reinforced concrete gravity system  

(Floor slab, supporting beams) 

- The original structural calculations undertaken during the design of this building in 1922 are not available 

and thus it is unknown as to exactly what assumptions the original designer has made regarding floor 

loading. It was therefore prudent to back-calculate the floor’s actual capacity based on original structural and 

architectural drawings [6] [7] and compare this with modern loading requirements [8] [9]. This exercise was 

also required to determine whether or not the existing floor could support the added load of FLC to correct 

differential floor levels and to inform the owner of the impact of potential changes of use of the structure 

following completion of structural repairs,  

- Calculations show that even without the additional superimposed dead-load associated with FLC, the current 

floor slab in the main building is not capable of resisting the required live loads for office use. The slab is 

utilized to 150%, or overloaded by 50% when compared to the requirements for office space in modern NZ 

design codes. When FLC is applied to the slab to negate the differential floor level, the slab utilization 

increases to 209% or a 109% overload. Therefore there exists a need to strengthen the 1922 floor slab to 

support modern office loading, regardless of re-levelling technique adopted, 

- There is significant spalling damage visible to the beams on the underside of the second floor, as viewed 

from mezzanine level. It is estimated that up to 0.5m
2
 of spalling repair is required per metre run of the 

beams in this area. A full investigation of every beam in the structure should be carried out by a remedial 

concrete specialist prior to undertaking any works on site, 
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Photo 2-7: Spalling to underside of beam on mezzanine level. Photo 2-8: Beams supporting second floor as viewed from ground 

level. 

 

- Calculations show that the primary and secondary RC beams supporting this floor slab are utilized to 

approximately 50% of capacity. Provided that spalling repairs are carried out as required, these members 

are adequate to resist modern design loadings. It is therefore proposed to span two 200UB sections across 

every bay in the floor slab, between existing reinforced concrete secondary beams to reduce the effective 

span of the floor by a factor of three and ensure that gravity loads can transfer from the floor slab into the RC 

frame, 

- As noted in the previous AECOM report [1], the concrete observed in the cores taken at third and fourth level 

was of extremely low quality. It is therefore recommended that a carbon fibre wrap be applied to the 

underside of the floor slabs at both third and fourth floor level, in addition to the steel beams required to 

transfer loads, 

 

  

Photo 2-9: Red brick in-fill wall panels to be removed on third floor Photo 2-10: Red brick in-fill wall panels to be removed on fourth 

floor. 

 

- This ‘percentage overload’ calculation has not been carried out for the rear structure (night club) as it is 

recommended that this structure be demolished and rebuilt. In the design of the replacement structure, the 

magnitude of applied live load will be an important consideration. These areas subject to the congregation of 

people and potential dynamic excitation result in loads which may be significantly larger than that required 

for a benign office loading.  
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2.2.5 Cladding 

(Brick skin) 

- As noted in a previous AECOM report [1], the type and extent of damage to the infill red-brick panels leads 

us to recommended that all masonry cladding be demolished and the perimeter walls be entirely rebuilt. This 

applies equally to the northern, southern, and eastern elevations from ground to third floors. This 

recommendation also applies to the fourth floor, where the perimeter red-brick walls exist in the absence of 

perimeter RC columns. At fourth floor level, it is anticipated that significant propping will be required. Such 

propping and any other temporary works is to be designed by the Contractor’s temporary works designer at 

detailed design stage,  

- To maintain compatibility with the proposed 34%, 67% and 100% NBS repair solutions, it is recommended 

that the cladding be rebuilt using lightweight steel framing or timber as the primary materials to diminish the 

prospect of artificially stiffening the structure (as in the case of brittle red-brick infill panels) or unduly 

contributing to the seismic weight of the repaired structure. 

2.2.6 Front Façade 

(Decorative brick skin and internal concrete framing on Oxford Terrace) 

- As with the Northern, Eastern, and Southern elevations, the brickwork on the internal face of the Western 

(Oxford Terrace) elevation is severely damaged and it is recommended that the entirety of this brick infill is 

removed and replaced, 

- The concrete column elements to the exterior of the façade on Oxford Terrace show signs of minor 

horizontal cracking, which is likely to be repairable by chasing out any cracks and injecting with epoxy resin 

or similar techniques. Once the cracks have been adequately remediated, the main columns should be 

plastered and repainted to return them to their original pre-earthquake condition, 

  

Photo 2-11: Damage to red brick infill panel on western elevation, 

taken on second floor  

Photo 2-12: Horizontal and vertical cracking in brick infill panel on 

western elevation, taken on fourth floor. 

 

- The concrete beams on the front façade are severely damaged on all levels. There are signs of complete 

(split beams) or partial (significant, characteristic cracking) shear failures observed in all lintels. Much of this 

damage was observed during AECOM’s initial inspection and documented in the previous AECOM report 

[1]. However, subsequent asbestos removal and final strip out has revealed significantly greater damage to 

the beams on the front façade. 
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Photo 2-13: Shear failure in lintel on second floor, western elevation Photo 2-14: Further evidence of shear failures in concrete beam 

members at window on western elevation 

  

- These RC beams act as both window lintels and transfer beams for the main floor slab, transferring loads 

into the main RC columns. These ‘beams’ can be seen from the outside of the structure as horizontal 

decorative panels between the long windows on Oxford Terrace. These windows and their frames are 

significantly damaged and require replacement. It is recommended that these beams and long windows be 

removed, replaced, and the decorative external panels reinstated to match existing, 

  

Photo 2-15: ‘Beam panel’ on Oxford Terrace façade, flanked by 

decorative wing columns 

Photo 2-16: Repair minor horizontal cracks to columns using epoxy 

crack injection techniques. 

 

- There is no requirement to demolish the remainder of the façade on Oxford terrace to complete these works, 

although it may be prudent to partially deconstruct the façade and remove the coat of arms and the 

decorative wing columns to protect them from damage during demolition. Such sequencing is left to the 

discretion of the contractor, 
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Photo 2-17: Coat of arms to be protected during repair works. Photo 2-18: Decorative wing columns flank main structural columns. 

 

- The removal of the infill brickwork and lintel beams will likely require significant propping both for the 

retention of the remaining façade and the internal floor slab. There are significant temporary works 

requirements in this area, which must be designed and detailed by an appropriate temporary works 

engineer, 

- This repair solution is entirely compatible with the proposed 34%, 67% and 100% NBS retrofit solutions as 

the replacement of the lintel beam, infill panels, and windows allows for the creation of proper structural 

connections between the existing façade columns, lintel beams, floor slabs, and the new retrofitted RC 

columns, 

- The brick infill panels are to be replaced with lightweight alternatives so this internal wall lining does not 

artificially stiffen the structure (i.e. interfere with the seismic retrofit system) or unduly contribute to the 

seismic weight of the repaired structure. 

 

2.2.7 Northern boundary wall 

(Reinforced concrete wall) 

- The boundary wall on the northern elevation shows signs of significant flexural cracking damage to the main 

panels as well as cracking to the columns. The wall has begun to spall internally near the night club at the 

eastern end of the alleyway, 

- It was only possible to observe crack damage to this wall internally as a large mural obscures viewing of 

cracks on the exterior of the wall, 

- Part of this wall is integral to the rear night club structure. On level 2 of the rear structure, the wall shows 

signs of movement as an in-filled window opening has deformed and caused the surrounding masonry 

blocks to break, 

- There is significant damage to the top of the wall and there is evidence of severe damage where former 

parapets have broken away. It was not possible to fully inspect these points of damage due to the height of 

the wall. The mural covered much of this damage, 

- This boundary wall shows signs of significant structural damage. It is recommended that this wall be 

demolished and replaced, ideally with a lightweight alternative. 
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Photo 2-19: Northern boundary wall as viewed externally. Photo 2-20: Internal view of northern boundary wall with cracks and 

damage highlighted for clarity. . 

  

Photo 2-21: Movement of wall has caused in-fill window panel to 

fail. 

Photo 2-22: Wall is spalling exposing reinforcement. 

2.3 Peer Review 

2.3.1 Analysis Method 

A peer review of Aurecon’s quantitative assessment [3] was undertaken using the Displacement-Based Method 

and Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMa) method for frames. This analysis method provides reasonable 

estimates of structural performance and were chosen as they mainly involve hand calculations with no computer 

modelling, which is both expedient and fitted the program constraints of completing this report. The Modal 

Response Spectrum Analysis method, which will more accurately consider the torsional response of the building, 

should be used if the scope progresses to detailed design for repair and retrofit. 

The existing two-storey frames were analysed, using the SLaMa method, to establish the hierarchy of failure in 

these members and determine collapse mechanism(s). It was found that the frames will likely exhibit a desirable 

beam side-sway collapse mechanism with the following hierarchy of failure: beam, beam-column joint, column. 

This means that the frames are prone to brittle failure at the beam-column joint locations, due to excessive 

deflection. 

Shear walls were analysed using the Displacement-Based Method to accurately determine their ductilities and 

fundamental periods. The retrofitted [10] internal wall was found to be the governing element in the transverse, 

north-south direction. It was found that the yield displacement of this element is lower than the yield displacement 

of the two storey frames. This means that this wall controls deflections in the transverse direction and protects the 

two-storey frames from yielding at the outset of brittle failure. 

The key differences between Aurecon’s report and AECOM’s assessment as identified by our peer review are as 

follows: 
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- Steel reinforcement yield strength of 300MPa was assumed by Aurecon; however for 1920’s reinforcement a 

value of 210MPa is more appropriate. 

- A ductility factor of 3.0 was assumed by Aurecon, however the ductility was assessed at 1.5 and 2.0 in the 

transverse and longitudinal directions respectively, 

- A fundamental period, T, of 0.6 seconds was assumed by Aurecon; however this was assessed at 0.2 

seconds and 1.0 second in the transverse and longitudinal directions respectively. 

Refer to Table 1 for a complete summary of the key design criteria using in the of the peer review. 

 

- Structural Design Criterion Aurecon Assessment AECOM Peer Review 

 Analysis method 
Force-based  

Equivalent Static Analysis 

Displacement-based Method 

Simple Lateral Mechanism 

Analysis (SLaMa) for RC frames  

 Importance Level 2 2 

 Hazard factor 0.3 0.3 

 Site subsoil class D D 

 Spectral shape factor, Ch(T) 3  
3 (based on governing 2007 

transverse frame) 

 Return period factor, R 1 1 

 Near-fault factor, N 1 1 

 Ductility 3 (assumed), both directions 

1.5 (assessed), transverse 

direction governed by 2007 frame 

>2 (assessed), longitudinal 

direction governed by 2007 wall 

 Period (fundamental mode), T 
0.6s (assumed), both 

directions 

0.2s (assessed), transverse 

direction governed by 2007 frame 

0.5s (assumed),  

Longitudinal direction governed by 

2007 wall 

 
1920’s reinforcement yield 

strength 
300 MPa 210 MPa 

 

 

     Flexural 

     Shear 

 

1.0 

0.85 

 

1.0 

0.85 

 

Table 1: Comparative Structural Design Criteria Associated with AECOM Structural Peer Review 
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2.3.2 Critical Structural Weaknesses 

Critical structural weaknesses where failure of one element may lead to a global collapse mechanism or 

progressive collapse were identified as follows: 

- Significant plan irregularity due to the eccentricity of centre of mass and centre of stiffness, assessed at 

approximately 0.3 x width. This is mainly due to the location of the southeast core wall which produces 

significant torsional response in the building particularly when resisting loads in the transverse direction, 

- Vertical irregularity due to the four storey and two storey configuration of the building, 

- Lack of diaphragm connectivity to the lateral resisting frames and walls, particularly at the southeast wall, 

- Non-ductile columns with no confinement, as the stirrups were detailed with large spacings, which result in 

brittle shear failure mechanisms. Although not designed as lateral resisting elements, the columns under 

high displacements would likely fail in shear at the beam-column joint locations, 

- Lack of confinement detailing to the rear walls resulting in brittle shear failure. 

2.3.3 Results of Peer Review 

There are key differences in the parameters used in the analyses carried out by Aurecon and AECOM, as detailed 

in Table 2. However, the AECOM assessment is that the lateral seismic capacity of this building is less than 

34%NBS and given the risk of partial or total collapse, the structure is categorised as earthquake-prone, which is 

broadly in agreement with Aurecon’s conclusion.  

 

 Assessed Structural Capacity Aurecon Assessment AECOM Peer Review 

 
Transverse concrete shear 

walls constructed in 2007  
100+%NBS 90% NBS 

 
Longitudinal concrete shear 

walls constructed in 2007  

49%NBS 

 
>67%NBS 

 
Transverse concrete shear 

walls constructed circa 1920s  

12%NBS (reinforcement 

assumed) 
<34%NBS (assumed) 

 
Longitudinal concrete shear 

walls constructed circa 1920s  

8%NBS (reinforcement  

assumed) 
<34%NBS (assumed) 

 
Column strength based on 

deflections  
24%NBS <34%NBS 

 
Reinforced concrete frame (2-

storey), transverse direction  
- 

>67%NBS 

Governed by yield displacement of 2007 

wall.  Yield displacement of 2007 wall is 

larger than frame’s yield displacement. 

 Façade piers <34%NBS <34%NBS 

 Diaphragm connectivity - 34%NBS - 67%NBS  

 

Table 2: Comparative Structural Capacities for Elements Examined in AECOM Structural Peer Review 
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2.4 Retrofit – Seismic Rehabilitation and Strengthening 

2.4.1 Relevelling of the Building 

Previous floor level measurements by others indicate a differential settlement in the order of 66mm (and possibly 

another additional 20mm in excess of this value) at the front area near the street façade elevation.   

Relevelling of the building’s foundations (forming part of the repair works) should be informed by a geotechnical 

investigation. AECOM’s scope did not include peer review of existing geotechnical assessments [5] undertaken to 

date. 

An alternative to foundation relevelling would be to use a self-levelling screed to achieve the required floor levels 

for serviceability. This will also likely require new steel beams to support the additional loads on the slabs. This is 

considered a viable solution as differential settlement is assumed to have no significant effect on the structural 

capacity of the building system. 

2.4.2 Retrofit Strategy 

The retrofit strategy focusses on addressing the critical structural weaknesses, minimising the torsional response 

of the building and limiting deflections to prevent yielding of existing concrete frames. This mainly involves the 

provision of additional walls and frames to reduce the eccentricities of mass and stiffness, strategically located to 

maintain the aesthetics of the building. 

Retrofit concept solutions have been produced for 34%NBS, 67%NBS and 100%NBS strengthening.  Refer to the 

retrofit sketches in Appendix A for details.   

The retrofit solutions presented below are in addition to the repair solutions provided in Section 2.2 of this report. 

The 34%, 67% and 100% solutions provided below must be considered jointly with the repair solution to properly 

describe remediation of the building. 

The concept retrofit solutions for the various levels of strengthening are briefly summarised below: 

 

2.4.2.1 34%NBS Retrofit 

Concept retrofit to achieve 34%NBS are as follows: 

- Replace damaged load-bearing masonry walls at the third storey area, 

- Replace damaged masonry cladding and infill walls to the whole building including the north, south and east 

elevations with lightweight construction.  This not only reduces the seismic mass but also eliminates hazard 

from falling debris,  

- Locally replace existing concrete frames in the north elevation, 

- Provide new skin walls to two walls in the southeast corner with diaphragm collectors,  

- Provide new skin walls to the façade piers for in-plane and out-of-plane resistance,   

- Disconnect the existing concrete beams from the piers and provide new steel beams to support the existing 

beams and slabs, 

- Provide new foundations comprising a large strip footing founded on approximately 5m of ground 

improvement in the form of grout injection to underpinning approximately 70% of the structure. 

2.4.2.2 67%NBS Retrofit 

In addition to the 34%NBS retrofit, 

- Locally replace the existing concrete frame in the south elevation, 

- Provide a diaphragm collector to the internal wall built in 2007, 

- Provide carbon fibre wrapping to the existing two-storey columns, above and below beam-column joint 

locations to increase their ductility, 

- Provide new foundations comprising a large strip footing founded on approximately 10m of ground 

improvement in the form of grout injection to underpinning approximately 70% of the structure. 
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2.4.2.3 100%NBS Retrofit 

In addition to the 67%NBS retrofit, 

- Provide an additional frame at the north elevation, 

- Locally replace one frame in the south elevation, 

- Undertake selective weakening of one southeast wall, ensuring load redistribution to remaining elements 

can achieve 100%NBS, 

- Disconnect the slab from the south wall with new steel support for gravity loading, 

- Provide new, thicker skin walls behind the façade piers, 

- Strengthen the 250UC bracing struts at second floor only, 

- Install new foundations comprising a large strip footing underpinning the entirety of the structure. This strip 

footing is founded on 6 discrete pile caps housing clusters of screw piles. There are 5 screw piles in each 

cluster and the piles are 25m in length, founded on the competent gravel layer below all liquefiable sands/silt 

strata. 
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3.0 Architecture 

3.1 Architectural & Functional Considerations 

The existing building is a Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT hereafter) Category 2 listed building 

[11], and a Group 3 listed building under the Christchurch City Council (CCC hereafter) District Plan [12]. The 

heritage status of the building will be considered specifically in chapter 4.0 of this report. This chapter of the report 

will focus on architectural and functional considerations that may affect the decision to repair, deconstruct, and / 

or demolish the building in part or as a whole.  

AECOM has been advised that immediately prior to the earthquakes the building was used primarily as office 

space with hospitality space to the ground floor, and that the owner intends to lease the building in a similar 

manner. As such, we will comment on the functionality of the building with these end uses in mind. 

The site is located on the eastern bank of the Avon River between Hereford Street and Worchester Boulevard. It 

sits within a city block directly adjacent to Cathedral Square with the proposed Convention Centre to the north and 

the Retail Precinct to the south each within equal walking distance to the site. 

AECOM’s comments regarding existing building conditions on site are based on site inspections undertaken on 

the 9 October and 01 December 2014. Issues for consideration are:  

3.1.1 Connection to Street 

The Christchurch Central Development Unit’s (CCDU hereafter) Christchurch Central Recovery Plan [13], 

highlights the amenity value of street edges facing west onto the Avon River within the city core. The building sits 

directly outside a priority pedestrian route running along the Avon River and tram lines operating along Worcester 

St (refer CCDU Accessible city maps [14]). Given this, its proximity to Cathedral Square, and location between the 

Convention Centre and Retail Precinct, we expect that this will promote a significant amount of foot traffic in the 

area. To best take advantage of this, the building should ideally have a good connection to the street. Currently 

the height of the entry level in relation to the street level (roughly 1m difference), the lack of visual connection into 

the building, and the lack of direct accessible entry into the building are restricting factors in creating said 

connection.  

A possible solution could be partial demolition of the existing sandstone wall which runs along the base of the 

street façade, and the replacement of ground floor windows with full height alternatives as a means of improving 

this aspect of the building (similar to what was proposed with the 2008 alterations). 

 

Photo 3-1:View of building from Oxford Terrace 
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3.1.2 Visual Connection to River 

The views to the Avon River are a feature for the site, and ideally tenancies on all floors should maximise this 

connection. The heavy frames of the heritage windows combined with the window to wall ratio along this façade 

restricts this potential. 

 

Photo 3-2:View of Oxford Terrace windows at Second Floor Level 

 

3.1.3 Plot Ratio / Building Height 

The current plot ratio of approx. 2.5 is well below the permitted ratio under the District plan [12] of 6.5 for this site. 

A new / partial replacement of the existing building could look at increasing this ratio to make the repair / 

development of the building more commercially viable. 

 

Photo 3-3:Building geometry with indicative allowable building zone [15] 

 

3.1.4 Orientation to sun 

The main (street) façade is West-facing with the North and Eastern façades largely set back from the boundary. 

This set back will allow for increased daylight to these façades should the development of the neighbouring sites 

reduce the daylight exposure on these boundaries. Despite this, if the upper levels are to be used for Office 

tenancies, the East, North and South façades would benefit from a greater window to wall ratio than what 

currently exists to allow for additional daylighting to office tenancies, and a greater connection to the River on the 

West facade. Any change to the extent of windows will need to be assessed in relation to glare and interior 

environment control also. 
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Photo 3-4:Photo of North and West exterior facades Photo 3-5:Photo of North and West facing windows taken from 

inside the building on the Third Floor 

 

3.1.5 Floor to floor heights 

The building currently has irregular floor to floor heights between the six above ground levels which reflects its 

original use and subsequent additions. Any partial replacement or redevelopment of the building will need to 

consider the additional cost to accommodate this irregularity, compared to a modern multi-level office building 

design that would rely on repetition between levels to bring down design and construction costs. Additionally the 

building is approximately 23m above street level where the maximum height limit for this zone is 28m. 

We view the increased ceiling height in the ground floor as a positive for potential hospitality tenants in terms of 

adding character and a feeling of increased space. If the site is redeveloped with a new building the ground floor 

level will require a minimum 4m floor to floor height to meet District Plan requirements [12]. 

 

Photo 3-6:Partial section through street façade of building showing irregular floor to floor heights [16] 
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3.1.6 Accessibility 

The existing drawings show no accessible entry to the building directly off the street entry from ground level. 

Currently the only wheelchair accessible route into the building is along the alleyway to the north of the building 

which provided entry to the rear of the Entry Lobby and subsequently to the lifts.  Any alterations to the building 

would need to account for accessible upgrades to comply with the current code as near as is reasonably 

practicable in relation to requirements under the Building Act 2004, section 112 [17]. We anticipate that the impact 

on the heritage façade of any alterations to provide access via the street side of the building would deem these 

alterations not “reasonably practicable” therefore the existing accessible route is likely to be the most direct route 

available without compromising the existing heritage features. In contrast, a new building could allow for the 

Ground Floor of the building to be set at a level closer to the street level to allow for a more direct accessible 

route. 

 

Photo 3-7:Partial ground floor plan of building showing principal entry off Oxford Terrace in BLUE and existing 

accessible entry in RED [16] 

 

3.1.7 Parking 

There is limited room for vehicle access from Oxford Terrace and a shortage of on street parking outside the 

building, therefore any development which retains the existing street façade entirely would rely on securing 

parking spaces and / or vehicle access to the site from neighbouring properties. This is not currently an issue with 

ample parking in the empty lot to the North but we expect that this may become an issue once the neighbouring 

site is developed. Any new development incorporating parking will need to meet the District Plan requirements 

related to parking. 
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Photo 3-8:View looking South down Oxford Terrace showing limited parking on the West side of the street 

and the empty lot to the North of the property used for parking 

 

3.1.8 Vehicle Loading/Solid Waste Management 

Currently there is no designated area for vehicle loading including no waste disposal / recycling collection point. 

The owner has advised that previously, waste from the hospitality tenancies was stored in a temporary holding 

area to the South East of the building and manually transported through the building and down the North alleyway 

to allow for waste removal / recycling. We suggest that any new development will need to meet the District Plan 

requirements related to vehicle loading and that improvements can be made in the planning for waste storage / 

removal and recycling to meet current code requirements. 

 

Photo 3-9:Partial Ground Floor Plan showing rubbish store location and current route for moving 

waste/recycling to street. 
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3.1.9 Sustainability 

Demolishing the building to any extent represents a loss of embodied energy. Sustainable building design 

parameters have changed significantly since the building was originally constructed. As such, we expect that the 

building will be inefficient in terms of energy consumption related to lighting design, and building heating and 

cooling (thermal efficiency) when compared to a modern office building. Anecdotally, the owner has advised that 

the single glazed windows contributed to inefficient heating of the space previously. While steps can be taken to 

retrofit specific building elements (e.g. double glazed window panes), the extent to which this can be achieved 

would need to be assessed against the impact on the heritage features and cost compared to gains which can 

practically be achieved. 

3.1.10 Safety from Falling 

The existing handrail at the top floor level balcony does not comply with NZBC-F4-AS1 [18] in terms of height or 

design. The balustrade is visible from ground floor level and blends with the aesthetic of the heritage façade 

therefore any alterations to the balustrade to comply with current code will need to be considered in terms of the 

effect on the reading of the façade.  

In addition, the safety railing on the Third Floor roof appears to breach the performance requirements of NZBC-F4 

given the building provides permanent access onto the roof.  

To a lesser degree, the casement windows which form a part of the heritage façade present a potential safety 

hazard in that they have no safety stays. This allows them to be opened wide enough for a person to pass 

through but the risk of this happening accidentally is reduced by the sill below the window combined with the width 

of the windows. 

  

Photo 3-10:Balustrade at Fifth Floor Photo 3-11:Safety barrier at Third Floor Roof edge 
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3.1.11 Weather tightness 

We observed significant ponding to the membrane roofs over the Annex and Second Floor Office space which we 

believe is caused due to insufficient falls to outlets. Additionally the roofing membrane showed signs of damage to 

selected locations. Even with the membrane repaired, if the falls remain as is, this will result in weather tightness 

issues in the long term (if not already existing). 

  

Photo 3-12:Ponding to the roof at Third Floor level Photo 3-13:Ponding on the roof over the Annex 

In addition to the above, the basement area was flooded. We suspect that this is related to damaged water 

storage tank(s). A more thorough inspection of the area will be required to confirm the cause. 

 

Photo 3-14:Flooding in the basement area vault 
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4.0 Heritage 

4.1 Heritage Considerations 

Our assessment seeks to comment on items identified in Christchurch City Council (CCC or ‘Council’) letter to 

CERA dated 15/01/2014, listing aspects related to the significance of the building. AECOM also comment on the 

items raised in the New Zealand Historic Places Trust letter to CERA dated 02 December 2013.  

4.1.1 Historical and Social  

The issues raised in Council’s letter refer more to the significance of the Public Trust as an institute than the 

building itself. Although the building does give reference to the establishment of regional offices for the Trust, the 

building has not been used as a Public Trust office for some years now. The only indication when looking at the 

building that this was once used as a Public Trust Office as opposed to a bank or office chambers is the signage 

on the street façade, therefore considering this issue separately, a new building could make reference to the 

historical use of the site without the need to retain the existing building. 

4.1.2 Cultural and Spiritual  

We agree that the Public Trust building is likely to hold cultural significance for those familiar with its original use. 

However, as most of the building was designed for general office use, we believe that only those parts of the 

building unique to the building’s original use as a Public Trust office (e.g. the vault), or those areas that were 

accessible to  the general public  (e.g. the main chamber space, and façades) contribute to this significance. 

4.1.3 Architectural and Aesthetic  

We agree with Council’s comments about the architectural value of the existing building. Our only comment 

further to this is that the integrity of the architectural and aesthetic features inside the building have been 

significantly compromised as a result of damage suffered and to a lesser degree historical retrofit.  

It is likely that existing heritage features will suffer additional damage when conducting repair work as outlined in 

the Structural Assessment section of this report. For example, assessment of the beams will require the 

decorative plaster surfacing to be removed, and the suggested repair strategy for the facades will require removal 

and / or reinstatement of many original features. We suspect that due to the widespread amount of damage, the 

building may end up becoming an example of “historical aesthetic replication” rather than an example of the 

original features. 

4.1.4 Technological and Craftsmanship 

Many of the features listed in CCC’s letter have been damaged and will require repair or replacement, thus 

diminishing the integrity of the reference. There are multiple cracks visible on the exterior in the ferro-cement 

columns and detailing, and most of the plaster detailing observed in the interior of the building was cracked. 

Selected details and features appear to remain in good condition but these could be deconstructed and reinstated 

into a new building if handled delicately (e.g. the coat of arms and detailing around the entry).  

Basement chambers are not well suited to modern office / hospitality use other than as a storage areas due to the 

lack of natural light and ventilation. The limited use of this space in a modern context compromises the value of 

the space to the owner. 

4.1.5 Contextual 

Council’s letter summarises the building’s context in terms of other listed sites in the general vicinity and wider 

city, and we agree that any heritage features that can be preserved are an investment for the city as a whole. 

Notwithstanding this, the building will be in competition for tenants with nearby newly developed buildings, 

therefore the building space will need to meet the functional needs of potential tenants to encourage occupation of 

the building. 

4.1.6 Archaeological 

AECOM agrees that the site is an archaeological site on the basis that the site was associated with human activity 

that occurred before 1900. Notwithstanding this, as the Public Trust office was built in 1925 the potential for the 

site to hold evidence of pre 1900’s human activity will have been reduced as a result of the building works 

required to construct the building.  
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Regardless of whether the building is repaired or replaced, care would be required by those conducting the work 

to ensure that preservation of items of archaeological significance occurred. 

4.1.7 Economic and Cultural Value to the Recovery 

In response to the NZHPT’s expectation that “relatively minor damage has occurred to date due to earthquake 

events” we refer the reader to the previous AECOM report on this structure [1] for damage appraisal and to 

relevant sections in previous sections of this report for cost and structural appraisal related to the repair and 

strengthening of the building. 

We agree that the building is configured to suit selected high end office use but the owner’s pre-earthquake 

experience suggests that the ground floor level is not well suited to attracting hospitality tenants without 

compromising the existing façade to provide more of a connection to the street level (refer architectural / 

functional commentary section). 

Also, we suspect that the statement that international studies show “commercial business based in the historic 

buildings of our major cities are more productive and generate more wealth than is the average for all commercial 

businesses across the whole economy” has not been tested against major cities which have suffered from 

significant seismic events. We anticipate that at least in the short term, there may be a negative stigma associated 

with such commercial buildings that fall short of their modern counterparts in terms of structural strengthening. We 

believe this to be particularly appropriate to older masonry buildings. This may be offset by the appeal of tenanting 

a heritage building but to our understanding, this has been untested in the Christchurch market.  

We believe based on the amount of damage observed that finding a balance between agreeing what items of 

heritage significance can reasonably be preserved and incorporated into a new development will provide the best 

outcome in terms of the contribution the site can make to the successful economic and cultural recovery of the 

immediate neighbourhood and greater city. 
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5.0 Compliance 

An assessment of the building against current code requirements [17] has raised the following shortcomings not 

covered in other sections of this report: 

- C – Protection from Fire - risk group CA for ground floor (shops / hospitality), and WB upper floors (offices) 

 The existing building is unlikely to comply with current code requirements related to fire safety based 

on its age, therefore any alteration will require the building to be upgraded to comply with the provisions 

of the NZBC relating to means of escape from fire as near as is reasonably practicable, 

 Any partial replacement of the building will need to consider the egress routes available to allow users 

to exit towards Oxford Terrace, which looks to be the only available “safe place” given the building’s 

proximity to its boundaries, 

 The Christchurch Central Recovery plan – Appendix 1 has updated the CCC District Plan so that for 

Group 3 listed buildings, “alterations necessary for the primary purpose of implementing seismic, fire, 

or access building code upgrades” are permitted activities under the Plan. Despite this, we anticipate 

that alterations to upgrade the building to meet current code requirements related to fire design will 

require an assessment of the effect of these changes on the heritage value of the building. 

- F2 – Hazardous Building materials – Due to the age of the building it is likely that hazardous building 

materials are present (we have been advised that asbestos was discovered as part of the damage 

inspection strip-out). Testing would be required to confirm if / and where hazardous materials exist so a 

mitigation strategy can be implemented including the removal or containment of materials. Any demolition, 

repair or alterations will need to address this situation. 

In addition to the above, all new building work (including any elements that are replaced in the whole) should meet 

the requirements of the current NZBC e.g. where stairs are replaced, the new stairs will need to meet the 

requirement of the NZBC-D1 in terms of trade depth and riser height regardless of whether the existing stairs met 

these requirements. 
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6.0 Cost 

Based on the AECOM Architecture and Engineering reports, Davis Langdon has produced elemental cost plans 

for each Building Strengthening concept (34%, 67% & 100% NBS), Building Repairs, Code of Compliance, 

Replacement of the Main Fitout, Replacement of the Annex Building and Site Works Replacement. The cost plans 

include for Building Consent, Design and Construction Contingencies and Professional Fees. 

Revelling the building has been allowed in each of the Repair and Strengthening options. 

Davis Langdon visited the building during November 2012 and December 2014. Further structural damage has 

been uncovered and noted after the soft strip out was recently completed (refer to engineer reports). 

For benchmarking purposes, Davis Langdon have included Modern Equivalent and Heritage Replica ‘High Level’ 

Replacement Estimates.  

 

Summary - Repair and Strengthen the Building to: 

Minimum 34% NBS $17.31M 

Minimum 67% NBS $18.03M 

100% NBS $19.70M 

 

Summary - Demolish and Rebuild 

New Modern Equivalent Building $16.02M 

New Heritage Replica Building $19.00M 

 

For further details and specific exclusions, please refer to Appendix B for our covering letter and Elemental Cost 

Plans. 

 

Davis Langdon recommends Tailorspace Investments conduct a commercial viability report on the three options 

presented vs. new construction. 
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Appendix A 

Superstructure Repair 
and Retrofit Sketches 
 



A1: 34% NBS Retrofit
Strengthening Solution



D1 = Diaphragm collector
DC = Diagonal Crack (replace with 190 block)
DCB = Diagonal Crack in Beam over (break out concrete add reo)
FC = Floor Crack (epoxy inject)
HC = Horizontal Crack (replace with 190 block)
MBJ = Movement at beam-column joint
PC = Pier Crack (replace with 190 block)
PCH = Pier Crack Horizontal (replace with 190 block)
PCV = Pier Crack Vertical (replace with 190 block)
SBS = Spalled Beam Seating (epoxy inject)
SSC = Stair Soffit Crack (epoxy inject)
W1 = New 450thk concrete basement wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W2 = New 200thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W3 = New 150thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W4 =800x1400 RC Piers with 800(w) beams
WCV = Wall Crack Vertical (epoxy Inject)





Allow 22m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level



Allow 44m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level



Allow 44m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level
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A2: 67% NBS Retrofit
Strengthening Solution



D1 = Diaphragm collector
DC = Diagonal Crack (replace with 190 block)
DCB = Diagonal Crack in Beam over (break out concrete add reo)
F1 =Fibre wrapping to existing columns
FC = Floor Crack (epoxy inject)
HC = Horizontal Crack (replace with 190 block)
MBJ = Movement at beam-column joint
PC = Pier Crack (replace with 190 block)
PCH = Pier Crack Horizontal (replace with 190 block)
PCV = Pier Crack Vertical (replace with 190 block)
SBS = Spalled Beam Seating (epoxy inject)
SSC = Stair Soffit Crack (epoxy inject)
W1 = New 450thk concrete basement wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W2 = New 200thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W3 = New 150thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W4 = 800x1400 RC Piers with 800(w) beams
WCV = Wall Crack Vertical (epoxy Inject)





Allow 22m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level



Allow 44m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level
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A3: 100% NBS Retrofit
Strengthening Solution



D1 = Diaphragm collector
DC = Diagonal Crack (replace with 190 block)
DCB = Diagonal Crack in Beam over (break out concrete add reo)
FC = Floor Crack (epoxy inject)
HC = Horizontal Crack (replace with 190 block)
MBJ = Movement at beam-column joint
PC = Pier Crack (replace with 190 block)
PCH = Pier Crack Horizontal (replace with 190 block)
PCV = Pier Crack Vertical (replace with 190 block)
S1 = Strengthening steel bracing at 2nd floor
SBS = Spalled Beam Seating (epoxy inject)
SSC = Stair Soffit Crack (epoxy inject)
W1 = New 450thk concrete basement wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W2 = New 200thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W3 = New 150thk skin wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W4 = 800x1400 RC Piers with 800(w) beams
W5 = New 400thk concrete basement wall (allow 180kg/m3)
W6 = New 450thk concrete basement wall (allow 180kg/m3)
WCV = Wall Crack Vertical (epoxy Inject)





Allow 22m2 of
concrete spalling
repairs at this level
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Appendix B 

Costing 



SimcockM
Text Box
Section B1: Cost estimation summary letter 



 Davis Langdon New Zealand Ltd 

Level 2, 2 Hazeldean Road 

Addington, Christchurch 8024 

PO Box 3166 

Christchurch 8140 

New Zealand 

www.davislangdon.com 

+64 3 966 6000  tel 

+64 3 966 6001  fax 
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17 December 2014 

 

Tailorspace Investments Limited 

PO Box 144 

CHRISTCHURCH 8140 

 

Attention: Glen Taylor 

 

Dear Glen 

 

Public Trust Building, 152 Oxford Terrace, Christchurch 

We have been engaged with AECOM to provide a report on the Public Trust Building. We have taken into 

consideration our previous works on this building involving peer reviews and replacement estimates. 

Our main focus has been on the AECOM proposed solutions for the various strengthening options and repairs. To 

repair and reinstate the building to New Building Standard strength (NBS), the heritage front façade is 

recommended to be rebuilt. 

The relevelling of the building has been based on the budget estimate from ReLevel (September 2012) (Minimum 

34% and 67% repair options). To relevel the 100%NBS repair option, there would need to be a collaborative 

design in conjunction with the proposed piling system. We have allowed a provisional budget for this. 

 

We have measured approximate quantities from the Concept Design documentation for the above project based 

on the following:- 

 

- AECOM Engineering proposed Retrofit Strengthening Works, Repairs & Rebuild as marked up on 1 

December 2014 onto Ruamoko Solutions drawings S1.01 rev 4 to S1.03 rev 4, S4.03 rev 1 and S4.03 rev 1 

dated 13 December 2014 

- AECOM Engineering Report comprising Review of the Building, Retrofit Strengthening Works, Repairs & 

Rebuild dated 3 December 2014 

- Aurecon New Zealand Limited Draft Building Damages Addendum and Repair Solution Report (Ref. No. 

225493 – Revision 2) dated 10 September 2012 

- Aurecon New Zealand Limited Geotechnical Investigation and Assessment (Ref. No. 228805 – Revision 1) 

dated 07 June 2012  

- Topografo Limited Survey Report (Ref No. 21120008 rev a) dated 19 September 2011  

- Ruamoko Solutions Limited Structural Drawing Plans dated 14 December 2007   

- Sheppard & Rout Architects Limited Architectural Drawing Plans dated 14 November 2007 

 

Minimum 34% NBS 

Our preliminary assessment of likely cost is $17,310,000 (Seventeen million three hundred and ten thousand 

dollars) broken down as follows and as attached:- 

 34% NBS Strengthening Works 1,206,000 
 Repair Building Works 5,695,000 
 Code of Compliance Works 180,000 
 Replace Main Fitout Works 4,278,000 
 Replace Annex Building Works 1,089,000 
 Replace Site Works 131,000 
  12,579,000 
 Escalation Provision to Mid Construction Point (October 2015) (6.5%) 816,000 
  13,395,000 
 Building Consent 50,000 
  13,445,000 
 Construction Contingency (15%) 2,015,000 
  15,460,000 
 Professional Fees (12%) 1,850,000 
  $17,310,000 
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Minimum 67% NBS 

Our preliminary assessment of likely cost of 67% NBS Strengthening Works is $18,030,000 (Eighteen million 

thirty thousand dollars) broken down as follows and as attached:- 

 67% NBS Strengthening Works  1,717,000 
 Repair Building Works 5,695,000 
 Code of Compliance Works 180,000 
 Replace Main Fitout Works 4,278,000 
 Replace Annex Building Works 1,089,000 
 Replace Site Works 131,000 
  13,090,000 
 Escalation Provision to Mid Construction Point (October 2015) (6.5%) 850,000 
  13,940,000 
 Building Consent 55,000 
  13,995,000 
 Construction Contingency (15%) 2,100,000 
  16,095,000 
 Professional Fees (12%) 1,935,000 
  $18,030,000 
 
 

100% NBS 

Our preliminary assessment of likely cost of 100% NBS Strengthening Works is $19,700,000 (Nineteen million 

seven hundred thousand dollars) broken down as follows and as attached:- 

  
 100% NBS Strengthening Works  2,673,000 
 Repair Building Works 5,949,000 
 Code of Compliance Works 180,000 
 Replace Main Fitout Works 4,278,000 
 Replace Annex Building Works 1,089,000 
 Replace Site Works 131,000 
  14,300,000 
 Escalation Provision to Mid Construction Point (October 2015) (6.5%) 930,000 
  15,230,000 
 Building Consent 60,000 
  15,290,000 
 Construction Contingency (15%) 2,290,000 
  17,580,000 
 Professional Fees (12%) 2,120,000 
  $19,700,000 
Escalation 

The Escalation Provisions have been based on four months to design and consent (April 2015) and an average of 
a twelve month construction period. This has based on 8% per annum compounding. 

Exclusions 

1) Soft Strip Costs (Southbase Construction) 
2) Asbestos Removal Costs  
3) Investigation Work Completed to Date 
4) Previous Professional Consultant Work Completed to Date 
5) New or Future Tenant Fitout 
6) Furniture and Equipment 
7) Legal and Financing Costs 
8) Insurances 
9) GST 
 
  





SimcockM
Text Box
Section B2: Estimate of the costs to strengthen to 34% NBS 



1 STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 34% NBS) 2,787 m2 432.86 1,206,000

2 REPAIR WORKS 2,787 m2 2,043.34 5,695,000

3 CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS 2,787 m2 64.59 180,000

4 REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS 2,787 m2 1,535.15 4,278,000

5 REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK 380 m2 2,867.09 1,089,000

6 REPLACE SITE WORKS Sum 131,000

Sub Total 12,579,000

7 ESCALATION PROVISION TO MID
CONSTRUCTION POINT (6.5%)

Sum 816,000

Sub Total 13,395,000

8 BUILDING CONSENT Sum 50,000

Sub Total 13,445,000

9 CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (15%) Sum 2,015,000

Sub Total 15,460,000

10 PROFESSIONAL FEES (12%) Sum 1,850,000

Estimate Total 17,310,000

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Estimate Summary
No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount (R)
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STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 34% NBS)

11 SITE PREPARATION 68,550.00 24.60 5.7

12 SUBSTRUCTURE 412,550.00 148.03 34.2

13 FRAME 463,355.00 166.26 38.4

14 UPPER FLOORS 5,400.00 1.94 0.4

15 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 47,492.75 17.04 4.0

16 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 119,681.73 42.94 9.9

17 MARGIN (8%) 89,362.36 32.06 7.4

Estimate Total 1,206,391.84 432.87 100.0

REPAIR WORKS

18 SITE PREPARATION 495,300.00 177.72 8.7

19 SUBSTRUCTURE 1,331,520.00 477.76 23.4

20 FRAME 193,370.00 69.38 3.4

21 STRUCTURAL WALLS 200,800.00 72.05 3.5

22 UPPER FLOORS 259,040.00 92.95 4.5

23 ROOF 109,500.00 39.29 2.0

24 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 904,280.00 324.46 15.9

25 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 680,000.00 243.99 11.9

26 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 210,000.00 75.35 3.7

27 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 30,000.00 10.76 0.5

28 SANITARY PLUMBING 5,000.00 1.79 0.1

29 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION 25,000.00 8.97 0.4

30 DRAINAGE 40,000.00 14.35 0.7

31 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 224,190.50 80.44 3.9

32 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 564,960.06 202.71 10.0

33 MARGIN (8%) 421,836.84 151.36 7.4

Estimate Total 5,694,797.40 2,043.33 100.0

CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

34 ACCESSIBILITY 30,000.00 10.76 16.7

35 FIRE SERVICES 150,000.00 53.82 83.3

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 34% NBS)

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %

180,000.00 64.58 100.0Carry Forward
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Estimate Total 180,000.00 64.58 100.0

REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

36 INTERIOR WALLS 370,980.00 133.11 8.7

37 INTERIOR DOORS 170,400.00 61.14 4.0

38 FLOOR FINISHES 282,600.00 101.40 6.6

39 WALL FINISHES 676,910.00 242.88 15.8

40 CEILING FINISHES 264,250.00 94.82 6.2

41 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 120,800.00 43.34 2.8

42 SANITARY PLUMBING 153,100.00 54.93 3.6

43 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 805,500.00 289.02 18.8

44 FIRE SERVICES 209,025.00 75.00 4.9

45 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 418,050.00 150.00 9.7

46 SPECIAL SERVICES 23,000.00 8.25 0.6

47 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 174,730.75 62.69 4.1

48 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (10%) 366,934.58 131.66 8.5

49 MARGIN (6%) 242,176.82 86.90 5.7

Estimate Total 4,278,457.15 1,535.14 100.0

REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

50 SITE PREPARATION 66,500.00 175.00 6.1

51 SUBSTRUCTURE 45,600.00 120.00 4.2

52 FRAME 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

53 STRUCTURAL WALLS 38,000.00 100.00 3.4

54 UPPER FLOORS 83,600.00 220.00 7.7

55 ROOF 22,800.00 60.00 2.1

56 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

57 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

58 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

59 INTERIOR WALLS 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

60 INTERIOR DOORS 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

180,000.00 64.58 100.0Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %

551,000.00 1,450.00 50.6Carry Forward
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61 FLOOR FINISHES 30,400.00 80.00 2.8

62 WALL FINISHES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

63 CEILING FINISHES 26,600.00 70.00 2.4

64 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 19,000.00 50.00 1.8

65 SANITARY PLUMBING 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

66 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

67 FIRE SERVICES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

68 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 57,000.00 150.00 5.3

69 SPECIAL SERVICES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

70 DRAINAGE 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

71 SUNDRIES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

72 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 43,700.00 115.00 4.0

73 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 110,124.00 289.80 10.1

74 MARGIN (6%) 61,669.44 162.29 5.7

Estimate Total 1,089,493.44 2,867.09 100.0

REPLACE SITE WORKS

75 EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION 12,800.00 9.8

76 SITE WORKS 90,000.00 68.9

77 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 5,140.00 4.0

78 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 12,952.80 9.9

79 MARGIN (8%) 9,671.42 7.4

Estimate Total 130,564.22 0.00 100.0

551,000.00 1,450.00 50.6Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %
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SITE PREPARATION

80 Temporary Propping of adjacent floor to W4 for
strengthening works

Sum 10,000.00

81 Break up existing basement slab for new foundation
beams and pads

Sum 5,000.00

82 Prepare existing basement wall for new in-situ RC wall 65 m2 60.00 3,900.00

83 Prepare existing walls for new in-situ RC wall including
breaking out slab locally and structural fixing as per
Engineers specification

265 m2 50.00 13,250.00

84 Demolish and remove existing RC frames for W4 works 32 m2 200.00 6,400.00

85 Break up exiting slab to provide access for new footing
works and make good

Sum 30,000.00

Estimate Total 68,550.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

86 1000 x 2500 reinforced concrete footing constructed in
stages including dpc, formwork, excavation confined
spaces and disposal

64 m 5,000.00 320,000.00

87 5m deep ground improvement with grout injection or
similar

64 m 1,000.00 64,000.00

88 600 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
dpc, formwork, excavation and disposal

41 m 550.00 22,550.00

89 2000 x 1000 x 800 reinforced concrete pad foundations
including formwork, excavation and disposal

2 No 3,000.00 6,000.00

Estimate Total 412,550.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

90 150x150x16 Equal angle including M12 Hilti @100 c/c into
slab and walls

2,305 kg 15.00 34,575.00

91 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 350 kg 15.00 5,250.00

Insitu Concrete

92 450 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W1 65 m2 1,470.00 95,550.00

93 200 reinforced concrete wall between window reveals
main facade (180kg/m3) W2

112 m2 970.00 108,640.00

94 150 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W3 121 m2 640.00 77,440.00

95 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers between window
reveals (180kg/m3) W4

32 m2 3,300.00 105,600.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 34% NBS)

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount

427,055.00Carry Forward
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96 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers beams between
window reveals (180kg/m3) W4

11 m2 3,300.00 36,300.00

Estimate Total 463,355.00

UPPER FLOORS

97 FRP wrap to concrete floor 12 m 450.00 5,400.00

Estimate Total 5,400.00

427,055.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 34% NBS)

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SITE PREPARATION

98 Access and scaffolding Sum 150,000.00

99 Major temporary propping and shoring Sum 100,000.00

100 Demolish and remove Main West stair from Basement to
4th Floor

Sum 40,000.00

101 Demolish and remove East stair from Basement to 4th
Floor

Sum 30,000.00

102 Demolish and remove glazed walkway including frame 115 m2 100.00 11,500.00

103 Demolish and remove precast concrete walls and
foundations (North Boundary wall)

256 m2 100.00 25,600.00

104 Demolish and remove North, East, South and West
facades

1,292 m2 100.00 129,200.00

105 Demolish and remove concrete beams (West facade) 45 m 200.00 9,000.00

Estimate Total 495,300.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

106 Relevel building with LMG including drilling and deep
treatment down to the riccarton gravels (ReLevel estimate)

Sum 1,300,000.00

107 Epoxy injection crack repair to basement floor, walls and
soffit

32 m 250.00 8,000.00

108 FLC to prepare for new floor finish 188 m2 60.00 11,280.00

109 400 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
formwork, excavation and disposal (North Boundary Wall

34 m 360.00 12,240.00

Estimate Total 1,331,520.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

110 200UC46 beams, primed 2,088 kg 10.00 20,880.00

111 Structural steel below floor to support FLC weight 6,419 kg 10.00 64,190.00

112 Secondary steelwork and connections (not detailed) 500 kg 10.00 5,000.00

113 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 500 kg 15.00 7,500.00

114 Repair roof bracing (4th Floor) Sum 2,500.00

115 Repair mezzanine column to beam connections Sum 5,000.00

Reinforced Concrete

116 Breakout concrete around crack, add additional
reinforcement and high strength concrete mix (DCB)

1 No 2,500.00 2,500.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount

107,570.00Carry Forward
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117 Demolish column and rebuild (2nd Floor) 5 m 1,000.00 5,000.00

118 Epoxy inject cracks in walls, columns and beams
(PROVISIONAL)

200 m 250.00 50,000.00

119 Prepare and repair with epoxy concrete beams with
spalling

154 m2 200.00 30,800.00

Estimate Total 193,370.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

120 100 reinforced concrete insitu wall including formwork
including dowel connections

164 m2 450.00 73,800.00

121 Lightweight stair core (East stair) 328 m2 250.00 82,000.00

122 Demolish joint and rebuild connection to shear wall  (2nd
Floor)

Sum 5,000.00

123 Repair lift shaft (not currently exposed or investigated)
(PROVISIONAL)

Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 200,800.00

UPPER FLOORS

124 Epoxy injection crack repair to floors (PROVISIONAL) 400 m 250.00 100,000.00

125 FLC to prepare for new floor finishes 1,609 m2 60.00 96,540.00

126 Repair timber mezzanine floor 76 m2 100.00 7,600.00

127 CFRP wrap to 3rd and 4th Floor concrete floor slab (70mm
strips @ 500 centres)

366 m2 150.00 54,900.00

Estimate Total 259,040.00

ROOF

128 Remove all remaining roof plant and equipment Sum

129 Reform falls with new trafficable membrane system
including adjustments to rainwater goods

365 m2 300.00 109,500.00

Estimate Total 109,500.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

130 200 reinforced precast concrete panels (North Boundary
Wall)

256 m2 380.00 97,280.00

131 Rebuild West facade 318 m2 700.00 222,600.00

132 Rebuild North facade 289 m2 600.00 173,400.00

107,570.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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133 Rebuild South facade 370 m2 600.00 222,000.00

134 Rebuild East facade 315 m2 600.00 189,000.00

Estimate Total 904,280.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

135 Repair, reglaze and reinstate external windows and doors
including flashings and the like

Sum 200,000.00

136 Extra value for  FRR glazing to South windows Sum 200,000.00

137 FRR glazing and frame to ground floor alleyway Sum 50,000.00

138 Glass canopy including automated smoke vent system 115 m2 2,000.00 230,000.00

Estimate Total 680,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

139 Steel stair including mable treads and landing to one level 5 No 30,000.00 150,000.00

140 Steel stair including treads and landing to one level 4 No 15,000.00 60,000.00

Estimate Total 210,000.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

141 Remove and reinstate sculpture including repairs Sum 25,000.00

142 Remove and reinstate feature brass lights Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

143 Test and recommission water supply Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 5,000.00

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION

144 Recommission lift including deferred maintenance and
servicing

Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 25,000.00

DRAINAGE

145 Repair drainage and add sump Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 40,000.00

493,280.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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ACCESSIBILITY

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

146 Assume wheelchair/accessible public access to each floor Sum 20,000.00

147 Assume accessible WC and shower Sum 10,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

148 Assume fire protection/containment to South Wall Sum 100,000.00

149 Assume fire protection/containment to East Wall Sum 25,000.00

150 Assume access/safe paths Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 150,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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INTERIOR WALLS

151 100 wall framing 2,794 m2 70.00 195,580.00

152 Frameless glass wall 96 m2 1,200.00 115,200.00

153 Glazed aluminium shop fronts 19 m2 600.00 11,400.00

154 Single glazed aluminium proprietary partitions 32 m2 400.00 12,800.00

155 Proprietary toilet cubicle including partition, door and all
hardware

24 No 1,500.00 36,000.00

Estimate Total 370,980.00

INTERIOR DOORS

156 Single solid core paint grade door including frame,
hardware and finish

52 No 1,300.00 67,600.00

157 Single solid core paint grade door with vision panel
including frame, hardware and finish

6 No 1,000.00 6,000.00

158 Double solid core paint grade door panel including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,000.00 1,000.00

159 Single solid core paint grade cavity slider including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,200.00 1,200.00

160 Double glazed commercial section aluminium door
including frame and hardware

2 No 1,400.00 2,800.00

161 Pair of solid core paint grade doors including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,800.00 1,800.00

162 Pair of solid core paint grade doors with vision panels
including frame, hardware and finish

2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

163 Double frameless glazed doors including frame and
hardware

3 No 4,500.00 13,500.00

164 Frameless glazed doors including frame and hardware 7 No 2,500.00 17,500.00

165 Folding glazed timber doors including frame and hardware 1 No 6,500.00 6,500.00

166 Paint on steel bi-fold doors including frame and hardware 4 No 2,500.00 10,000.00

167 Pair of 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish to service area

2 No 6,200.00 12,400.00

168 Single 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish

4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

169 Safe vault door to basement 1 No 10,000.00 10,000.00

170 Steel framed safety door to basement 1 No 4,500.00 4,500.00

Estimate Total 170,400.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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FLOOR FINISHES

171 Ceramic tiles laid on mortar bed 738 m2 150.00 110,700.00

172 Tongue and groove floating or direct stuck timber floor 14 m2 250.00 3,500.00

173 Broadloom carpet and underlay, double stuck 1,698 m2 70.00 118,860.00

174 Marble slab laid on mortar bed 105 m2 400.00 42,000.00

175 Clear seal to concrete 198 m2 20.00 3,960.00

176 Entry matwell 5 m2 500.00 2,500.00

177 Stair nosings 36 m 30.00 1,080.00

Estimate Total 282,600.00

WALL FINISHES

178 Paint on 13 Gibboard including skirting 5,587 m2 55.00 307,285.00

179 Aqualine in lieu of Gibboard 560 m2 10.00 5,600.00

180 Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 53 m2 15.00 795.00

181 Ceramic tiles (supplied at the net value of $70 per square
metre) on 6 Villaboard to walls in lieu of painted Gibboard

560 m2 175.00 98,000.00

182 Frosted film 9 m2 70.00 630.00

183 Marble panel dado to walls 127 m 600.00 76,200.00

184 Timber panel and dado rail to walls 221 m 400.00 88,400.00

185 Feature trims, cornices and other historical finishes and
the like

Sum 100,000.00

Estimate Total 676,910.00

CEILING FINISHES

186 Paint on 13 Gibboard on 50 ceiling battens 956 m2 75.00 71,700.00

187 Paint on 13 Gibboard on metal suspension grid 1,274 m2 75.00 95,550.00

188 Extra value for Aqualine / Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 137 m2 10.00 1,370.00

189 Paint on solid plaster 507 m2 90.00 45,630.00

190 Allow for extra bulkheads, narrow trims, cornices and the
likes

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 264,250.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

191 Kitchenette joinery including appliances (5 No.) Sum 50,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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192 Formica benchtop and underbench fitting 7 m 1,000.00 7,000.00

193 Formica wall hung vanity unit 18 m 600.00 10,800.00

194 Wall shelving with doors 5 m2 600.00 3,000.00

195 Heritage book shelf Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 120,800.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

196 Water supply and backflow prevention Sum 10,000.00

197 Toilet pan and cistern complete with water and waste
services

24 No 3,000.00 72,000.00

198 Bowl urinal complete with water and waste services 4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

199 Wash hand basin complete with water and waste services 21 No 1,500.00 31,500.00

200 Shower cubicle complete with tempering valve, water and
waste services

3 No 4,000.00 12,000.00

201 Sink insert complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,500.00 3,000.00

202 Cleaners sink complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

203 Hot water cylinder complete including cold water
connection

2 No 3,500.00 7,000.00

204 Over bench boiling unit complete including cold water
connection

1 No 2,000.00 2,000.00

Estimate Total 153,100.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

205 Fully ducted air conditioning system 2,545 m2 300.00 763,500.00

206 Split heat pump air conditioning unit 7 No 6,000.00 42,000.00

Estimate Total 805,500.00

FIRE SERVICES

207 Automatic fire sprinkler system incorporating a manual fire
alarm system and an automatic smoke/heat detection
system

2,787 m2 75.00 209,025.00

Estimate Total 209,025.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

208 Electric power and lighting including submains and
switchboards

2,787 m2 150.00 418,050.00

50,000.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 418,050.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

209 Data trunking 30 m 100.00 3,000.00

210 Single voice and data outlet including patch panels 40 No 500.00 20,000.00

211 Access security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

212 Intruder security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

213 Audio / visual requirements (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

Estimate Total 23,000.00

418,050.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SITE PREPARATION

214 Demolition 380 m2 175.00 66,500.00

Estimate Total 66,500.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

215 Allowance for Substructure Work 380 m2 120.00 45,600.00

Estimate Total 45,600.00

FRAME

216 Allowance for Frame 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

217 Allowance for Structural Walls 380 m2 100.00 38,000.00

Estimate Total 38,000.00

UPPER FLOORS

218 Allowance for Upper Floors 380 m2 220.00 83,600.00

Estimate Total 83,600.00

ROOF

219 Allowance for Roof 380 m2 60.00 22,800.00

Estimate Total 22,800.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

220 Allowance for Exterior Walls and Exterior Finishes 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

221 Allowance for Windows and Exterior Doors 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

222 Allowance for Stairs and Balustrades 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR WALLS

223 Allowance for Interior Walls 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR DOORS

224 Allowance for Interior Doors 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

FLOOR FINISHES

225 Allowance for Floor Finishes 380 m2 80.00 30,400.00

Estimate Total 30,400.00

WALL FINISHES

226 Allowance for Wall Finishes 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

CEILING FINISHES

227 Allowance for Ceiling Finishes 380 m2 70.00 26,600.00

Estimate Total 26,600.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

228 Allowance for Fittings and Fixtures 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

229 Allowance for Sanitary Plumbing 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

230 Provisional Sum for Heating and Ventilation Services 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

231 Allowance for Fire Services 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

232 Allowance for Electrical Work 380 m2 150.00 57,000.00

28,500.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 57,000.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

233 Allowance for Special Services (Data, single voice and
data outlet, access security, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

DRAINAGE

234 Allowance for Drainage 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

SUNDRIES

235 Allowance for Sundries (i.e.  tiles on waterproofing
membrane on suspended concrete floor to balcony,
Painted galvanised balustrade to balcony, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

57,000.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION

236 Demolish and remove concrete slab and finishes 160 m2 80.00 12,800.00

Estimate Total 12,800.00

SITE WORKS

237 Tiles on reinforced concrete slab 160 m2 250.00 40,000.00

238 Remove and reinstate Oxford Terrace paving due to
construction works to West facade

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 90,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 34% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE SITE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SimcockM
Text Box
Section B3: Estimate of the costs to strengthen to 67% NBS



1 STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 67% NBS) 2,787 m2 616.14 1,717,000

2 REPAIR WORKS 2,787 m2 2,043.34 5,695,000

3 CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS 2,787 m2 64.59 180,000

4 REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS 2,787 m2 1,535.15 4,278,000

5 REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK 380 m2 2,867.09 1,089,000

6 REPLACE SITE WORKS Sum 131,000

Sub Total 13,090,000

7 ESCALATION PROVISION TO MID
CONSTRUCTION POINT (6.5%)

Sum 850,000

Sub Total 13,940,000

8 BUILDING CONSENT Sum 55,000

Sub Total 13,995,000

9 CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (15%) Sum 2,100,000

Sub Total 16,095,000

10 PROFESSIONAL FEES (12%) Sum 1,935,000

Estimate Total 18,030,000

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Estimate Summary
No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount (R)
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STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 67% NBS)

11 SITE PREPARATION 78,550.00 28.18 4.6

12 SUBSTRUCTURE 544,550.00 195.39 31.7

13 FRAME 723,525.00 259.61 42.1

14 UPPER FLOORS 5,400.00 1.94 0.3

15 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 67,601.25 24.26 3.9

16 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 170,355.15 61.12 10.0

17 MARGIN (8%) 127,198.51 45.64 7.4

Estimate Total 1,717,179.91 616.14 100.0

REPAIR WORKS

18 SITE PREPARATION 495,300.00 177.72 8.7

19 SUBSTRUCTURE 1,331,520.00 477.76 23.4

20 FRAME 193,370.00 69.38 3.4

21 STRUCTURAL WALLS 200,800.00 72.05 3.5

22 UPPER FLOORS 259,040.00 92.95 4.5

23 ROOF 109,500.00 39.29 2.0

24 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 904,280.00 324.46 15.9

25 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 680,000.00 243.99 11.9

26 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 210,000.00 75.35 3.7

27 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 30,000.00 10.76 0.5

28 SANITARY PLUMBING 5,000.00 1.79 0.1

29 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION 25,000.00 8.97 0.4

30 DRAINAGE 40,000.00 14.35 0.7

31 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 224,190.50 80.44 4.0

32 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 564,960.06 202.71 9.9

33 MARGIN (8%) 421,836.84 151.36 7.4

Estimate Total 5,694,797.40 2,043.33 100.0

CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

34 ACCESSIBILITY 30,000.00 10.76 16.7

35 FIRE SERVICES 150,000.00 53.82 83.3

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 67% NBS)

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %
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Estimate Total 180,000.00 64.58 100.0

REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

36 INTERIOR WALLS 370,980.00 133.11 8.7

37 INTERIOR DOORS 170,400.00 61.14 4.0

38 FLOOR FINISHES 282,600.00 101.40 6.6

39 WALL FINISHES 676,910.00 242.88 15.8

40 CEILING FINISHES 264,250.00 94.82 6.2

41 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 120,800.00 43.34 2.8

42 SANITARY PLUMBING 153,100.00 54.93 3.6

43 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 805,500.00 289.02 18.8

44 FIRE SERVICES 209,025.00 75.00 4.9

45 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 418,050.00 150.00 9.7

46 SPECIAL SERVICES 23,000.00 8.25 0.6

47 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 174,730.75 62.69 4.1

48 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (10%) 366,934.58 131.66 8.6

49 MARGIN (6%) 242,176.82 86.90 5.6

Estimate Total 4,278,457.15 1,535.14 100.0

REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

50 SITE PREPARATION 66,500.00 175.00 6.1

51 SUBSTRUCTURE 45,600.00 120.00 4.2

52 FRAME 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

53 STRUCTURAL WALLS 38,000.00 100.00 3.4

54 UPPER FLOORS 83,600.00 220.00 7.7

55 ROOF 22,800.00 60.00 2.1

56 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

57 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

58 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

59 INTERIOR WALLS 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

60 INTERIOR DOORS 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

180,000.00 64.58 100.0Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %

551,000.00 1,450.00 50.6Carry Forward
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61 FLOOR FINISHES 30,400.00 80.00 2.8

62 WALL FINISHES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

63 CEILING FINISHES 26,600.00 70.00 2.4

64 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 19,000.00 50.00 1.8

65 SANITARY PLUMBING 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

66 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

67 FIRE SERVICES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

68 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 57,000.00 150.00 5.3

69 SPECIAL SERVICES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

70 DRAINAGE 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

71 SUNDRIES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

72 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 43,700.00 115.00 4.0

73 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 110,124.00 289.80 10.1

74 MARGIN (6%) 61,669.44 162.29 5.7

Estimate Total 1,089,493.44 2,867.09 100.0

REPLACE SITE WORKS

75 EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION 12,800.00 9.8

76 SITE WORKS 90,000.00 68.9

77 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 5,140.00 4.0

78 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 12,952.80 9.9

79 MARGIN (8%) 9,671.42 7.4

Estimate Total 130,564.22 0.00 100.0

551,000.00 1,450.00 50.6Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %
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SITE PREPARATION

80 Temporary Propping of adjacent floor to W4 for
strengthening works

Sum 20,000.00

81 Break up existing basement slab for new foundation
beams and pads

Sum 5,000.00

82 Prepare existing basement wall for new in-situ RC wall 65 m2 60.00 3,900.00

83 Prepare existing walls for new in-situ RC wall including
breaking out slab locally and structural fixing as per
Engineers specification

265 m2 50.00 13,250.00

84 Demolish and remove existing RC frames for W4 works 32 m2 200.00 6,400.00

85 Break up exiting slab to provide access for new footing
works and make good

Sum 30,000.00

Estimate Total 78,550.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

86 1000 x 2500 reinforced concrete footing constructed in
stages including dpc, formwork, excavation confined
spaces and disposal

68 m 5,000.00 340,000.00

87 5m deep ground improvement with grout injection or
similar

68 m 2,500.00 170,000.00

88 600 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
dpc, formwork, excavation and disposal

41 m 550.00 22,550.00

89 2000 x 1000 x 800 reinforced concrete pad foundations
including formwork, excavation and disposal W4

4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

Estimate Total 544,550.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

90 150x150x16 Equal angle including M12 Hilti @100 c/c into
slab and walls

3,073 kg 15.00 46,095.00

91 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 460 kg 15.00 6,900.00

Insitu Concrete

92 450 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W1 65 m2 1,470.00 95,550.00

93 200 reinforced concrete wall between window reveals
main facade (180kg/m3) W2

112 m2 970.00 108,640.00

94 150 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W3 121 m2 640.00 77,440.00

95 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers between window
reveals (180kg/m3) W4

64 m2 3,300.00 211,200.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 67% NBS)

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount

545,825.00Carry Forward
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96 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers beams between
window reveals (180kg/m3) W4

17 m2 3,300.00 56,100.00

Fibre Wrapping

97 Fibre wrapping to existing columns 152 m2 800.00 121,600.00

Estimate Total 723,525.00

UPPER FLOORS

98 FRP wrap to concrete floor 12 m 450.00 5,400.00

Estimate Total 5,400.00

545,825.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 67% NBS)

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SITE PREPARATION

99 Access and scaffolding Sum 150,000.00

100 Major temporary propping and shoring Sum 100,000.00

101 Demolish and remove Main West stair from Basement to
4th Floor

Sum 40,000.00

102 Demolish and remove East stair from Basement to 4th
Floor

Sum 30,000.00

103 Demolish and remove glazed walkway including frame 115 m2 100.00 11,500.00

104 Demolish and remove precast concrete walls and
foundations (North Boundary wall)

256 m2 100.00 25,600.00

105 Demolish and remove North, East, South and West
facades

1,292 m2 100.00 129,200.00

106 Demolish and remove concrete beams (West facade) 45 m 200.00 9,000.00

Estimate Total 495,300.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

107 Relevel building with LMG including drilling and deep
treatment down to the riccarton gravels (ReLevel estimate)

Sum 1,300,000.00

108 Epoxy injection crack repair to basement floor, walls and
soffit

32 m 250.00 8,000.00

109 FLC to prepare for new floor finish 188 m2 60.00 11,280.00

110 400 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
formwork, excavation and disposal (North Boundary Wall

34 m 360.00 12,240.00

Estimate Total 1,331,520.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

111 200UC46 beams, primed 2,088 kg 10.00 20,880.00

112 Structural steel below floor to support FLC weight 6,419 kg 10.00 64,190.00

113 Secondary steelwork and connections (not detailed) 500 kg 10.00 5,000.00

114 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 500 kg 15.00 7,500.00

115 Repair roof bracing (4th Floor) Sum 2,500.00

116 Repair mezzanine column to beam connections Sum 5,000.00

Reinforced Concrete

117 Breakout concrete around crack, add additional
reinforcement and high strength concrete mix (DCB)

1 No 2,500.00 2,500.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount

107,570.00Carry Forward
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118 Demolish column and rebuild (2nd Floor) 5 m 1,000.00 5,000.00

119 Epoxy inject cracks in walls, columns and beams
(PROVISIONAL)

200 m 250.00 50,000.00

120 Prepare and repair with epoxy concrete beams with
spalling

154 m2 200.00 30,800.00

Estimate Total 193,370.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

121 100 reinforced concrete insitu wall including formwork
including dowel connections

164 m2 450.00 73,800.00

122 Lightweight stair core (East stair) 328 m2 250.00 82,000.00

123 Demolish joint and rebuild connection to shear wall  (2nd
Floor)

Sum 5,000.00

124 Repair lift shaft (not currently exposed or investigated)
(PROVISIONAL)

Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 200,800.00

UPPER FLOORS

125 Epoxy injection crack repair to floors (PROVISIONAL) 400 m 250.00 100,000.00

126 FLC to prepare for new floor finishes 1,609 m2 60.00 96,540.00

127 Repair timber mezzanine floor 76 m2 100.00 7,600.00

128 CFRP wrap to 3rd and 4th Floor concrete floor slab (70mm
strips @ 500 centres)

366 m2 150.00 54,900.00

Estimate Total 259,040.00

ROOF

129 Remove all remaining roof plant and equipment Sum

130 Reform falls with new trafficable membrane system
including adjustments to rainwater goods

365 m2 300.00 109,500.00

Estimate Total 109,500.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

131 200 reinforced precast concrete panels (North Boundary
Wall)

256 m2 380.00 97,280.00

132 Rebuild West facade 318 m2 700.00 222,600.00

133 Rebuild North facade 289 m2 600.00 173,400.00

107,570.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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134 Rebuild South facade 370 m2 600.00 222,000.00

135 Rebuild East facade 315 m2 600.00 189,000.00

Estimate Total 904,280.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

136 Repair, reglaze and reinstate external windows and doors
including flashings and the like

Sum 200,000.00

137 Extra value for  FRR glazing to South windows Sum 200,000.00

138 FRR glazing and frame to ground floor alleyway Sum 50,000.00

139 Glass canopy including automated smoke vent system 115 m2 2,000.00 230,000.00

Estimate Total 680,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

140 Steel stair including mable treads and landing to one level 5 No 30,000.00 150,000.00

141 Steel stair including treads and landing to one level 4 No 15,000.00 60,000.00

Estimate Total 210,000.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

142 Remove and reinstate sculpture including repairs Sum 25,000.00

143 Remove and reinstate feature brass lights Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

144 Test and recommission water supply Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 5,000.00

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION

145 Recommission lift including deferred maintenance and
servicing

Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 25,000.00

DRAINAGE

146 Repair drainage and add sump Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 40,000.00

493,280.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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ACCESSIBILITY

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

147 Assume wheelchair/accessible public access to each floor Sum 20,000.00

148 Assume accessible WC and shower Sum 10,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

149 Assume fire protection/containment to South Wall Sum 100,000.00

150 Assume fire protection/containment to East Wall Sum 25,000.00

151 Assume access/safe paths Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 150,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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INTERIOR WALLS

152 100 wall framing 2,794 m2 70.00 195,580.00

153 Frameless glass wall 96 m2 1,200.00 115,200.00

154 Glazed aluminium shop fronts 19 m2 600.00 11,400.00

155 Single glazed aluminium proprietary partitions 32 m2 400.00 12,800.00

156 Proprietary toilet cubicle including partition, door and all
hardware

24 No 1,500.00 36,000.00

Estimate Total 370,980.00

INTERIOR DOORS

157 Single solid core paint grade door including frame,
hardware and finish

52 No 1,300.00 67,600.00

158 Single solid core paint grade door with vision panel
including frame, hardware and finish

6 No 1,000.00 6,000.00

159 Double solid core paint grade door panel including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,000.00 1,000.00

160 Single solid core paint grade cavity slider including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,200.00 1,200.00

161 Double glazed commercial section aluminium door
including frame and hardware

2 No 1,400.00 2,800.00

162 Pair of solid core paint grade doors including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,800.00 1,800.00

163 Pair of solid core paint grade doors with vision panels
including frame, hardware and finish

2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

164 Double frameless glazed doors including frame and
hardware

3 No 4,500.00 13,500.00

165 Frameless glazed doors including frame and hardware 7 No 2,500.00 17,500.00

166 Folding glazed timber doors including frame and hardware 1 No 6,500.00 6,500.00

167 Paint on steel bi-fold doors including frame and hardware 4 No 2,500.00 10,000.00

168 Pair of 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish to service area

2 No 6,200.00 12,400.00

169 Single 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish

4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

170 Safe vault door to basement 1 No 10,000.00 10,000.00

171 Steel framed safety door to basement 1 No 4,500.00 4,500.00

Estimate Total 170,400.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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FLOOR FINISHES

172 Ceramic tiles laid on mortar bed 738 m2 150.00 110,700.00

173 Tongue and groove floating or direct stuck timber floor 14 m2 250.00 3,500.00

174 Broadloom carpet and underlay, double stuck 1,698 m2 70.00 118,860.00

175 Marble slab laid on mortar bed 105 m2 400.00 42,000.00

176 Clear seal to concrete 198 m2 20.00 3,960.00

177 Entry matwell 5 m2 500.00 2,500.00

178 Stair nosings 36 m 30.00 1,080.00

Estimate Total 282,600.00

WALL FINISHES

179 Paint on 13 Gibboard including skirting 5,587 m2 55.00 307,285.00

180 Aqualine in lieu of Gibboard 560 m2 10.00 5,600.00

181 Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 53 m2 15.00 795.00

182 Ceramic tiles (supplied at the net value of $70 per square
metre) on 6 Villaboard to walls in lieu of painted Gibboard

560 m2 175.00 98,000.00

183 Frosted film 9 m2 70.00 630.00

184 Marble panel dado to walls 127 m 600.00 76,200.00

185 Timber panel and dado rail to walls 221 m 400.00 88,400.00

186 Feature trims, cornices and other historical finishes and
the like

Sum 100,000.00

Estimate Total 676,910.00

CEILING FINISHES

187 Paint on 13 Gibboard on 50 ceiling battens 956 m2 75.00 71,700.00

188 Paint on 13 Gibboard on metal suspension grid 1,274 m2 75.00 95,550.00

189 Extra value for Aqualine / Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 137 m2 10.00 1,370.00

190 Paint on solid plaster 507 m2 90.00 45,630.00

191 Allow for extra bulkheads, narrow trims, cornices and the
likes

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 264,250.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

192 Kitchenette joinery including appliances (5 No.) Sum 50,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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193 Formica benchtop and underbench fitting 7 m 1,000.00 7,000.00

194 Formica wall hung vanity unit 18 m 600.00 10,800.00

195 Wall shelving with doors 5 m2 600.00 3,000.00

196 Heritage book shelf Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 120,800.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

197 Water supply and backflow prevention Sum 10,000.00

198 Toilet pan and cistern complete with water and waste
services

24 No 3,000.00 72,000.00

199 Bowl urinal complete with water and waste services 4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

200 Wash hand basin complete with water and waste services 21 No 1,500.00 31,500.00

201 Shower cubicle complete with tempering valve, water and
waste services

3 No 4,000.00 12,000.00

202 Sink insert complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,500.00 3,000.00

203 Cleaners sink complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

204 Hot water cylinder complete including cold water
connection

2 No 3,500.00 7,000.00

205 Over bench boiling unit complete including cold water
connection

1 No 2,000.00 2,000.00

Estimate Total 153,100.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

206 Fully ducted air conditioning system 2,545 m2 300.00 763,500.00

207 Split heat pump air conditioning unit 7 No 6,000.00 42,000.00

Estimate Total 805,500.00

FIRE SERVICES

208 Automatic fire sprinkler system incorporating a manual fire
alarm system and an automatic smoke/heat detection
system

2,787 m2 75.00 209,025.00

Estimate Total 209,025.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

209 Electric power and lighting including submains and
switchboards

2,787 m2 150.00 418,050.00

50,000.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 418,050.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

210 Data trunking 30 m 100.00 3,000.00

211 Single voice and data outlet including patch panels 40 No 500.00 20,000.00

212 Access security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

213 Intruder security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

214 Audio / visual requirements (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

Estimate Total 23,000.00

418,050.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SITE PREPARATION

215 Demolition 380 m2 175.00 66,500.00

Estimate Total 66,500.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

216 Allowance for Substructure Work 380 m2 120.00 45,600.00

Estimate Total 45,600.00

FRAME

217 Allowance for Frame 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

218 Allowance for Structural Walls 380 m2 100.00 38,000.00

Estimate Total 38,000.00

UPPER FLOORS

219 Allowance for Upper Floors 380 m2 220.00 83,600.00

Estimate Total 83,600.00

ROOF

220 Allowance for Roof 380 m2 60.00 22,800.00

Estimate Total 22,800.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

221 Allowance for Exterior Walls and Exterior Finishes 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

222 Allowance for Windows and Exterior Doors 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

223 Allowance for Stairs and Balustrades 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR WALLS

224 Allowance for Interior Walls 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR DOORS

225 Allowance for Interior Doors 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

FLOOR FINISHES

226 Allowance for Floor Finishes 380 m2 80.00 30,400.00

Estimate Total 30,400.00

WALL FINISHES

227 Allowance for Wall Finishes 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

CEILING FINISHES

228 Allowance for Ceiling Finishes 380 m2 70.00 26,600.00

Estimate Total 26,600.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

229 Allowance for Fittings and Fixtures 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

230 Allowance for Sanitary Plumbing 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

231 Provisional Sum for Heating and Ventilation Services 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

232 Allowance for Fire Services 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

233 Allowance for Electrical Work 380 m2 150.00 57,000.00

28,500.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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Estimate Total 57,000.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

234 Allowance for Special Services (Data, single voice and
data outlet, access security, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

DRAINAGE

235 Allowance for Drainage 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

SUNDRIES

236 Allowance for Sundries (i.e.  tiles on waterproofing
membrane on suspended concrete floor to balcony,
Painted galvanised balustrade to balcony, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

57,000.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK
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EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION

237 Demolish and remove concrete slab and finishes 160 m2 80.00 12,800.00

Estimate Total 12,800.00

SITE WORKS

238 Tiles on reinforced concrete slab 160 m2 250.00 40,000.00

239 Remove and reinstate Oxford Terrace paving due to
construction works to West facade

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 90,000.00

Estimate:   Version Min 67% NBS, Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE SITE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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SimcockM
Text Box
Section B4: Estimate of the costs to strengthen to 100% NBS



1 STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 100% NBS) 2,787 m2 959.22 2,673,000

2 REPAIR WORKS 2,787 m2 2,134.49 5,949,000

3 CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS 2,787 m2 64.59 180,000

4 REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS 2,787 m2 1,535.15 4,278,000

5 REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK 380 m2 2,867.09 1,089,000

6 REPLACE SITE WORKS Sum 131,000

Sub Total 14,300,000

7 ESCALATION PROVISION TO MID
CONSTRUCTION POINT  (6.5%)

Sum 930,000

Sub Total 15,230,000

8 BUILDING CONSENT Sum 60,000

Sub Total 15,290,000

9 CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (15%) Sum 2,290,000

Sub Total 17,580,000

10 PROFESSIONAL FEES (12%) Sum 2,120,000

Estimate Total 19,700,000

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Estimate Summary
No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount (R)
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STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 100% NBS)

11 SITE PREPARATION 116,550.00 41.82 4.4

12 SUBSTRUCTURE 1,146,800.00 411.48 42.9

13 FRAME 836,115.00 300.01 31.2

14 UPPER FLOORS 5,400.00 1.94 0.2

15 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 105,243.25 37.76 3.9

16 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 265,212.99 95.16 10.0

17 MARGIN (8%) 198,025.70 71.05 7.4

Estimate Total 2,673,346.94 959.22 100.0

REPAIR WORKS

18 SITE PREPARATION 495,300.00 177.72 8.3

19 SUBSTRUCTURE 1,531,520.00 549.52 25.8

20 FRAME 193,370.00 69.38 3.2

21 STRUCTURAL WALLS 200,800.00 72.05 3.4

22 UPPER FLOORS 259,040.00 92.95 4.4

23 ROOF 109,500.00 39.29 1.8

24 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 904,280.00 324.46 15.2

25 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 680,000.00 243.99 11.4

26 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 210,000.00 75.35 3.6

27 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 30,000.00 10.76 0.5

28 SANITARY PLUMBING 5,000.00 1.79 0.0

29 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION 25,000.00 8.97 0.5

30 DRAINAGE 40,000.00 14.35 0.6

31 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 234,190.50 84.03 4.0

32 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 590,160.06 211.75 9.9

33 MARGIN (8%) 440,652.84 158.11 7.4

Estimate Total 5,948,813.40 2,134.47 100.0

CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

34 ACCESSIBILITY 30,000.00 10.76 16.7

35 FIRE SERVICES 150,000.00 53.82 83.3

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 100% NBS)

No. Description Amount Cost/m2 %
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Estimate Total 180,000.00 64.58 100.0

REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

36 INTERIOR WALLS 370,980.00 133.11 8.7

37 INTERIOR DOORS 170,400.00 61.14 4.0

38 FLOOR FINISHES 282,600.00 101.40 6.6

39 WALL FINISHES 676,910.00 242.88 15.8

40 CEILING FINISHES 264,250.00 94.82 6.2

41 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 120,800.00 43.34 2.8

42 SANITARY PLUMBING 153,100.00 54.93 3.6

43 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 805,500.00 289.02 18.8

44 FIRE SERVICES 209,025.00 75.00 4.9

45 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 418,050.00 150.00 9.7

46 SPECIAL SERVICES 23,000.00 8.25 0.6

47 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 174,730.75 62.69 4.1

48 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (10%) 366,934.58 131.66 8.6

49 MARGIN (6%) 242,176.82 86.90 5.6

Estimate Total 4,278,457.15 1,535.14 100.0

REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK

50 SITE PREPARATION 66,500.00 175.00 6.1

51 SUBSTRUCTURE 45,600.00 120.00 4.2

52 FRAME 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

53 STRUCTURAL WALLS 38,000.00 100.00 3.4

54 UPPER FLOORS 83,600.00 220.00 7.7

55 ROOF 22,800.00 60.00 2.1

56 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

57 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

58 STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

59 INTERIOR WALLS 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

60 INTERIOR DOORS 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

180,000.00 64.58 100.0Brought Forward
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61 FLOOR FINISHES 30,400.00 80.00 2.8

62 WALL FINISHES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

63 CEILING FINISHES 26,600.00 70.00 2.4

64 FITTINGS AND FIXTURES 19,000.00 50.00 1.8

65 SANITARY PLUMBING 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

66 HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES 76,000.00 200.00 7.0

67 FIRE SERVICES 28,500.00 75.00 2.6

68 ELECTRICAL SERVICES 57,000.00 150.00 5.3

69 SPECIAL SERVICES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

70 DRAINAGE 9,500.00 25.00 0.9

71 SUNDRIES 19,000.00 50.00 1.7

72 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 43,700.00 115.00 4.0

73 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 110,124.00 289.80 10.1

74 MARGIN (6%) 61,669.44 162.29 5.7

Estimate Total 1,089,493.44 2,867.09 100.0

REPLACE SITE WORKS

75 EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION 12,800.00 9.8

76 SITE WORKS 90,000.00 68.9

77 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY (5%) 5,140.00 4.0

78 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL (12%) 12,952.80 9.9

79 MARGIN (8%) 9,671.42 7.4

Estimate Total 130,564.22 0.00 100.0

551,000.00 1,450.00 50.6Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section:   REPLACE ANNEX BUILDING & LINK
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SITE PREPARATION

80 Temporary Propping of adjacent floor to W4 for
strengthening works

Sum 25,000.00

81 Temporary Propping of adjacent floor to W6 for
strengthening works

Sum 10,000.00

82 Break up existing basement slab for new foundation
beams and pads

Sum 5,000.00

83 Prepare existing basement wall for new in-situ RC wall 65 m2 60.00 3,900.00

84 Prepare existing walls for new in-situ RC wall including
breaking out slab locally and structural fixing as per
Engineers specification

265 m2 50.00 13,250.00

85 Demolish and remove existing RC frames for W4 works 32 m2 200.00 6,400.00

86 Disconnect slab from rear wall, prepare surface including
fixings for new steel beam (approximately 8m)

Sum 3,000.00

87 Demolish and remove existing frame for W6 works Sum 5,000.00

88 Break out slab locally to cast reinforcing into new skin wall Sum 5,000.00

89 Break up exiting slab to provide access for new footing
works and make good

Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 116,550.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

90 1000 x 2500 reinforced concrete footing constructed in
stages including dpc, formwork, excavation confined
spaces and disposal

85 m 5,000.00 425,000.00

91 Screw piles to a founding depth of 25m (26 No.) Sum 650,000.00

92 Pile cap for 5 No piles 4 No 5,000.00 20,000.00

93 Pile cap for 3 No piles 2 No 3,000.00 6,000.00

94 600 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
dpc, formwork, excavation and disposal

56 m 550.00 30,800.00

95 2000 x 1000 x 800 reinforced concrete pad foundations
including formwork, excavation and disposal W4

5 No 3,000.00 15,000.00

Estimate Total 1,146,800.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

96 150x150x16 Equal angle including M12 Hilti @100 c/c into
slab and walls

3,073 kg 15.00 46,095.00

97 New steel beam to where slab disconnected 400 kg 15.00 6,000.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: STRENGTHENING WORKS (MIN 100% NBS)

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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98 300x12 MS plate including 250UC strut flanges to 2nd
floor S1

300 kg 15.00 4,500.00

99 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 570 kg 15.00 8,550.00

Insitu Concrete

100 400 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W5 65 m2 1,440.00 93,600.00

101 200 reinforced concrete wall between window reveals
main facade (180kg/m3) W2

112 m2 970.00 108,640.00

102 150 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W3 121 m2 640.00 77,440.00

103 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers between window
reveals (180kg/m3) W4

80 m2 3,300.00 264,000.00

104 800 x 1400 reinforced concrete piers beams between
window reveals (180kg/m3) W4

20 m2 3,300.00 66,000.00

105 450 reinforced concrete wall (180kg/m3) W6 27 m2 1,470.00 39,690.00

Fibre Wrapping

106 Fibre wrapping to existing columns 152 m2 800.00 121,600.00

Estimate Total 836,115.00

UPPER FLOORS

107 FRP wrap to concrete floor 12 m 450.00 5,400.00

Estimate Total 5,400.00

52,095.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A
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SITE PREPARATION

108 Access and scaffolding Sum 150,000.00

109 Major temporary propping and shoring Sum 100,000.00

110 Demolish and remove Main West stair from Basement to
4th Floor

Sum 40,000.00

111 Demolish and remove East stair from Basement to 4th
Floor

Sum 30,000.00

112 Demolish and remove glazed walkway including frame 115 m2 100.00 11,500.00

113 Demolish and remove precast concrete walls and
foundations (North Boundary wall)

256 m2 100.00 25,600.00

114 Demolish and remove North, East, South and West
facades

1,292 m2 100.00 129,200.00

115 Demolish and remove concrete beams (West facade) 45 m 200.00 9,000.00

Estimate Total 495,300.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

116 Partially relevel building with LMG Sum 500,000.00

117 Partially relevel building with screw piles (to work with new
substructure system measured in strengthening works)

Sum 1,000,000.00

118 Epoxy injection crack repair to basement floor, walls and
soffit

32 m 250.00 8,000.00

119 FLC to prepare for new floor finish 188 m2 60.00 11,280.00

120 400 x 600 reinforced concrete foundation beams including
formwork, excavation and disposal (North Boundary Wall

34 m 360.00 12,240.00

Estimate Total 1,531,520.00

FRAME

Structural Steel

121 200UC46 beams, primed 2,088 kg 10.00 20,880.00

122 Structural steel below floor to support FLC weight 6,419 kg 10.00 64,190.00

123 Secondary steelwork and connections (not detailed) 500 kg 10.00 5,000.00

124 Miscellaneous plates and cleats 500 kg 15.00 7,500.00

125 Repair roof bracing (4th Floor) Sum 2,500.00

126 Repair mezzanine column to beam connections Sum 5,000.00

Reinforced Concrete

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount

105,070.00Carry Forward
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127 Breakout concrete around crack, add additional
reinforcement and high strength concrete mix (DCB)

1 No 2,500.00 2,500.00

128 Demolish column and rebuild (2nd Floor) 5 m 1,000.00 5,000.00

129 Epoxy inject cracks in walls, columns and beams
(PROVISIONAL)

200 m 250.00 50,000.00

130 Prepare and repair with epoxy concrete beams with
spalling

154 m2 200.00 30,800.00

Estimate Total 193,370.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

131 100 reinforced concrete insitu wall including formwork
including dowel connections

164 m2 450.00 73,800.00

132 Lightweight stair core (East stair) 328 m2 250.00 82,000.00

133 Demolish joint and rebuild connection to shear wall  (2nd
Floor)

Sum 5,000.00

134 Repair lift shaft (not currently exposed or investigated)
(PROVISIONAL)

Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 200,800.00

UPPER FLOORS

135 Epoxy injection crack repair to floors (PROVISIONAL) 400 m 250.00 100,000.00

136 FLC to prepare for new floor finishes 1,609 m2 60.00 96,540.00

137 Repair timber mezzanine floor 76 m2 100.00 7,600.00

138 CFRP wrap to 3rd and 4th Floor concrete floor slab (70mm
strips @ 500 centres)

366 m2 150.00 54,900.00

Estimate Total 259,040.00

ROOF

139 Remove all remaining roof plant and equipment Sum

140 Reform falls with new trafficable membrane system
including adjustments to rainwater goods

365 m2 300.00 109,500.00

Estimate Total 109,500.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

141 200 reinforced precast concrete panels (North Boundary
Wall)

256 m2 380.00 97,280.00

142 Rebuild West facade 318 m2 700.00 222,600.00

105,070.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A
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143 Rebuild North facade 289 m2 600.00 173,400.00

144 Rebuild South facade 370 m2 600.00 222,000.00

145 Rebuild East facade 315 m2 600.00 189,000.00

Estimate Total 904,280.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

146 Repair, reglaze and reinstate external windows and doors
including flashings and the like

Sum 200,000.00

147 Extra value for  FRR glazing to South windows Sum 200,000.00

148 FRR glazing and frame to ground floor alleyway Sum 50,000.00

149 Glass canopy including automated smoke vent system 115 m2 2,000.00 230,000.00

Estimate Total 680,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

150 Steel stair including mable treads and landing to one level 5 No 30,000.00 150,000.00

151 Steel stair including treads and landing to one level 4 No 15,000.00 60,000.00

Estimate Total 210,000.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

152 Remove and reinstate sculpture including repairs Sum 25,000.00

153 Remove and reinstate feature brass lights Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

154 Test and recommission water supply Sum 5,000.00

Estimate Total 5,000.00

VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL TRANSPORTATION

155 Recommission lift including deferred maintenance and
servicing

Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 25,000.00

DRAINAGE

156 Repair drainage and add sump Sum 40,000.00

Estimate Total 40,000.00

319,880.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPAIR WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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ACCESSIBILITY

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

157 Assume wheelchair/accessible public access to each floor Sum 20,000.00

158 Assume accessible WC and shower Sum 10,000.00

Estimate Total 30,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

PROVISIONAL ALLOWANCES

159 Assume fire protection/containment to South Wall Sum 100,000.00

160 Assume fire protection/containment to East Wall Sum 25,000.00

161 Assume access/safe paths Sum 25,000.00

Estimate Total 150,000.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: CODE COMPLIANCE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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INTERIOR WALLS

162 100 wall framing 2,794 m2 70.00 195,580.00

163 Frameless glass wall 96 m2 1,200.00 115,200.00

164 Glazed aluminium shop fronts 19 m2 600.00 11,400.00

165 Single glazed aluminium proprietary partitions 32 m2 400.00 12,800.00

166 Proprietary toilet cubicle including partition, door and all
hardware

24 No 1,500.00 36,000.00

Estimate Total 370,980.00

INTERIOR DOORS

167 Single solid core paint grade door including frame,
hardware and finish

52 No 1,300.00 67,600.00

168 Single solid core paint grade door with vision panel
including frame, hardware and finish

6 No 1,000.00 6,000.00

169 Double solid core paint grade door panel including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,000.00 1,000.00

170 Single solid core paint grade cavity slider including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,200.00 1,200.00

171 Double glazed commercial section aluminium door
including frame and hardware

2 No 1,400.00 2,800.00

172 Pair of solid core paint grade doors including frame,
hardware and finish

1 No 1,800.00 1,800.00

173 Pair of solid core paint grade doors with vision panels
including frame, hardware and finish

2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

174 Double frameless glazed doors including frame and
hardware

3 No 4,500.00 13,500.00

175 Frameless glazed doors including frame and hardware 7 No 2,500.00 17,500.00

176 Folding glazed timber doors including frame and hardware 1 No 6,500.00 6,500.00

177 Paint on steel bi-fold doors including frame and hardware 4 No 2,500.00 10,000.00

178 Pair of 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish to service area

2 No 6,200.00 12,400.00

179 Single 120 min FRR fire door  including frame, hardware
and finish

4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

180 Safe vault door to basement 1 No 10,000.00 10,000.00

181 Steel framed safety door to basement 1 No 4,500.00 4,500.00

Estimate Total 170,400.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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FLOOR FINISHES

182 Ceramic tiles laid on mortar bed 738 m2 150.00 110,700.00

183 Tongue and groove floating or direct stuck timber floor 14 m2 250.00 3,500.00

184 Broadloom carpet and underlay, double stuck 1,698 m2 70.00 118,860.00

185 Marble slab laid on mortar bed 105 m2 400.00 42,000.00

186 Clear seal to concrete 198 m2 20.00 3,960.00

187 Entry matwell 5 m2 500.00 2,500.00

188 Stair nosings 36 m 30.00 1,080.00

Estimate Total 282,600.00

WALL FINISHES

189 Paint on 13 Gibboard including skirting 5,587 m2 55.00 307,285.00

190 Aqualine in lieu of Gibboard 560 m2 10.00 5,600.00

191 Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 53 m2 15.00 795.00

192 Ceramic tiles (supplied at the net value of $70 per square
metre) on 6 Villaboard to walls in lieu of painted Gibboard

560 m2 175.00 98,000.00

193 Frosted film 9 m2 70.00 630.00

194 Marble panel dado to walls 127 m 600.00 76,200.00

195 Timber panel and dado rail to walls 221 m 400.00 88,400.00

196 Feature trims, cornices and other historical finishes and
the like

Sum 100,000.00

Estimate Total 676,910.00

CEILING FINISHES

197 Paint on 13 Gibboard on 50 ceiling battens 956 m2 75.00 71,700.00

198 Paint on 13 Gibboard on metal suspension grid 1,274 m2 75.00 95,550.00

199 Extra value for Aqualine / Fyreline in lieu of Gibboard 137 m2 10.00 1,370.00

200 Paint on solid plaster 507 m2 90.00 45,630.00

201 Allow for extra bulkheads, narrow trims, cornices and the
likes

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 264,250.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

202 Kitchenette joinery including appliances (5 No.) Sum 50,000.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE MAIN FITOUT WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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203 Formica benchtop and underbench fitting 7 m 1,000.00 7,000.00

204 Formica wall hung vanity unit 18 m 600.00 10,800.00

205 Wall shelving with doors 5 m2 600.00 3,000.00

206 Heritage book shelf Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 120,800.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

207 Water supply and backflow prevention Sum 10,000.00

208 Toilet pan and cistern complete with water and waste
services

24 No 3,000.00 72,000.00

209 Bowl urinal complete with water and waste services 4 No 3,000.00 12,000.00

210 Wash hand basin complete with water and waste services 21 No 1,500.00 31,500.00

211 Shower cubicle complete with tempering valve, water and
waste services

3 No 4,000.00 12,000.00

212 Sink insert complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,500.00 3,000.00

213 Cleaners sink complete with water and waste services 2 No 1,800.00 3,600.00

214 Hot water cylinder complete including cold water
connection

2 No 3,500.00 7,000.00

215 Over bench boiling unit complete including cold water
connection

1 No 2,000.00 2,000.00

Estimate Total 153,100.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

216 Fully ducted air conditioning system 2,545 m2 300.00 763,500.00

217 Split heat pump air conditioning unit 7 No 6,000.00 42,000.00

Estimate Total 805,500.00

FIRE SERVICES

218 Automatic fire sprinkler system incorporating a manual fire
alarm system and an automatic smoke/heat detection
system

2,787 m2 75.00 209,025.00

Estimate Total 209,025.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

219 Electric power and lighting including submains and
switchboards

2,787 m2 150.00 418,050.00

50,000.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building
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Estimate Total 418,050.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

220 Data trunking 30 m 100.00 3,000.00

221 Single voice and data outlet including patch panels 40 No 500.00 20,000.00

222 Access security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

223 Intruder security (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

224 Audio / visual requirements (by Tenant - EXCLUDED)

Estimate Total 23,000.00

418,050.00Brought Forward

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A
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SITE PREPARATION

225 Demolition 380 m2 175.00 66,500.00

Estimate Total 66,500.00

SUBSTRUCTURE

226 Allowance for Substructure Work 380 m2 120.00 45,600.00

Estimate Total 45,600.00

FRAME

227 Allowance for Frame 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STRUCTURAL WALLS

228 Allowance for Structural Walls 380 m2 100.00 38,000.00

Estimate Total 38,000.00

UPPER FLOORS

229 Allowance for Upper Floors 380 m2 220.00 83,600.00

Estimate Total 83,600.00

ROOF

230 Allowance for Roof 380 m2 60.00 22,800.00

Estimate Total 22,800.00

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH

231 Allowance for Exterior Walls and Exterior Finishes 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS

232 Allowance for Windows and Exterior Doors 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

STAIRS AND BALUSTRADES

233 Allowance for Stairs and Balustrades 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR WALLS

234 Allowance for Interior Walls 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building
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Estimate Total 28,500.00

INTERIOR DOORS

235 Allowance for Interior Doors 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

FLOOR FINISHES

236 Allowance for Floor Finishes 380 m2 80.00 30,400.00

Estimate Total 30,400.00

WALL FINISHES

237 Allowance for Wall Finishes 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

CEILING FINISHES

238 Allowance for Ceiling Finishes 380 m2 70.00 26,600.00

Estimate Total 26,600.00

FITTINGS AND FIXTURES

239 Allowance for Fittings and Fixtures 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

SANITARY PLUMBING

240 Allowance for Sanitary Plumbing 380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

HEATING AND VENTILATION SERVICES

241 Provisional Sum for Heating and Ventilation Services 380 m2 200.00 76,000.00

Estimate Total 76,000.00

FIRE SERVICES

242 Allowance for Fire Services 380 m2 75.00 28,500.00

Estimate Total 28,500.00

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

243 Allowance for Electrical Work 380 m2 150.00 57,000.00

28,500.00Brought Forward
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Estimate Total 57,000.00

SPECIAL SERVICES

244 Allowance for Special Services (Data, single voice and
data outlet, access security, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

DRAINAGE

245 Allowance for Drainage 380 m2 25.00 9,500.00

Estimate Total 9,500.00

SUNDRIES

246 Allowance for Sundries (i.e.  tiles on waterproofing
membrane on suspended concrete floor to balcony,
Painted galvanised balustrade to balcony, etc.)

380 m2 50.00 19,000.00

Estimate Total 19,000.00

57,000.00Brought Forward
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EXTERNAL SITE PREPARATION

247 Demolish and remove concrete slab and finishes 160 m2 80.00 12,800.00

Estimate Total 12,800.00

SITE WORKS

248 Tiles on reinforced concrete slab 160 m2 250.00 40,000.00

249 Remove and reinstate Oxford Terrace paving due to
construction works to West facade

Sum 50,000.00

Estimate Total 90,000.00

Estimate:   Version 100% NBS , Revision A

Project:     152 Oxford Tce - Public Trust Building

Price Date: 17/12/2014 Section: REPLACE SITE WORKS

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount
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C-1 

Appendix C Damage to Heritage Features 

The following photos represent a selection of the damage observed to Architectural Detailing which contributes to 

the Heritage significance of the building. It is not intended as a detailed record of the damage to all features within 

the building but rather representative of the type of damage observed during our inspections. 

 

Photo 1 – Cracking along wall on Fourth Floor West façade C-2 
Photo 2 – Damage to wall below cornice on West façade C-2 
Photo 3 – Cosmetic damage to feature panels between windows on West Façade C-2 
Photo 4 – Cracking to cornice and wall below C-2 
Photo 5 – Cracking across columns on West façade and damage to detailing around window C-2 
Photo 6 – Extensive damage to plaster finish along C-2 
Photo 7 – Cracking along sandstone wall at ground level on West façade C-3 
Photo 8 – Cracking along sandstone wall on West C-3 
Photo 9 – Horizontal cracking to columns on West façade C-3 
Photo 10 – Damage to cornice edge over principal entry C-3 
Photo 11 – Damage to North alley entry C-3 
Photo 12 – Cracking to top of columns along West façade C-3 
Photo 13 – Damage to wall at on North façade especially around windows C-4 
Photo 14 – View inside Main chamber space post C-4 
Photo 15 – View inside Main chamber space post strip out C-4 
Photo 16 – View of windows and wall along North C-4 
Photo 17 – View of windows and wall along North façade– extensive cracking to wall finish on brick veneer 

wall and around windows C-4 
Photo 18 – Extensive damage to finish and detailing C-4 
Photo 19 – Photo of main stair around lift core post strip out C-5 
Photo 20 – Photo of lift core C-5 
Photo 21 – Cracking in multiple locations to walls around lift core stairwell C-5 
Photo 22 – Minor cracking to walls either side of C-5 
Photo 23 – Cracking and damage to window sill (West façade) C-5 
Photo 24 – Cracking along wall under window (South façade) C-5 
Photo 25 – Cracking across top of column at lintel beam joint (West façade) C-6 
Photo 26 – Cracking around window and across lintel C-6 
Photo 27 – General damage to finishes around window (North façade) C-6 
Photo 28 – Cracking along wall at window head (West façade) C-6 
Photo 29 – Damage at column to beam connections has required removal of feature detailing along beams C-6 
Photo 30 – Damage to lintel beam above window C-6 
Photo 31 – Damage to detailing at capital of column C-7 
Photo 32 – Cracking across columns at base in Main Chamber space C-7 
Photo 33 – Cracking across columns at head in Main Chamber space C-7 
Photo 34 – Damage to detailing around columns in Main Chamber space C-7 
Photo 35 – Damage to detailing above windows on West façade C-7 
Photo 36 – Cracking across wall and ceiling features C-7 
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C-2 

 
Photo 1 – Cracking along wall on Fourth Floor 

West façade 

 

 
Photo 2 – Damage to wall below cornice on West façade 

 
Photo 3 – Cosmetic damage to feature panels 

between windows on West Façade 

 

 
Photo 4 – Cracking to cornice and wall below 

 
Photo 5 – Cracking across columns on West 

façade and damage to detailing around window 

 
Photo 6 – Extensive damage to plaster finish along  

North and South façade over brick veneer (photo  

shows North façade) 
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C-3 

 
Photo 7 – Cracking along sandstone wall at 

ground level on West façade 

 

 
Photo 8 – Cracking along sandstone wall on West  

façade as viewed from interior side 

 
Photo 9 – Horizontal cracking to columns on West 

façade 

 

 
Photo 10 – Damage to cornice edge over principal entry 

 
Photo 11 – Damage to North alley entry 

 
Photo 12 – Cracking to top of columns along West façade 
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C-4 

  

 
Photo 13 – Damage to wall at on North façade 

especially around windows 

 

 
Photo 14 – View inside Main chamber space post  

strip out 

 
Photo 15 – View inside Main chamber space post 

strip out 

 
Photo 16 – View of windows and wall along North  

façade at ground level – extensive damage to wall 

 finish and cracking around windows 

 

 
Photo 17 – View of windows and wall along North 

façade– extensive cracking to wall finish on brick 

veneer wall and around windows 

 
Photo 18 – Extensive damage to finish and detailing  

along brick veneer walls 
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C-5 

 
Photo 19 – Photo of main stair around lift core 

post strip out 

 

 
Photo 20 – Photo of lift core 

 
Photo 21 – Cracking in multiple locations to walls 

around lift core stairwell 

 
Photo 22 – Minor cracking to walls either side of  

Main Entry stair 

 

 
Photo 23 – Cracking and damage to window sill 

(West façade) 

 
Photo 24 – Cracking along wall under window (South 

façade) 
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C-6 

 
Photo 25 – Cracking across top of column at lintel 

beam joint (West façade) 

 
Photo 26 – Cracking around window and across lintel  

beam (West façade) 

 

 
Photo 27 – General damage to finishes around 

window (North façade) 

 
Photo 28 – Cracking along wall at window head (West 

façade) 

 
Photo 29 – Damage at column to beam 

connections has required removal of feature 

detailing along beams 

 
Photo 30 – Damage to lintel beam above window  

(West façade) 
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C-7 

 
Photo 31 – Damage to detailing at capital of 

column 

 
Photo 32 – Cracking across columns at base in Main 

Chamber space 

 

 
Photo 33 – Cracking across columns at head in 

Main Chamber space 

 

 
Photo 34 – Damage to detailing around columns in Main 

Chamber space 

 
Photo 35 – Damage to detailing above windows 

on West façade 

 
Photo 36– Cracking across wall and ceiling features 
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Retrofit Sketches 
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i 

Executive Summary 

AECOM has been engaged by Tailorspace to provide an engineering solution for retaining the heritage façade of 

152 Oxford Terrace, Christchurch.  The façade is a part of a Historic Place Category 2 Structure in accordance 

with the Heritage New Zealand Pougere Taonga Act 2014.  In addition to providing a possible technical solution, 

AECOM were requested to estimate the cost of the engineered solution. 

The proposed solution utilises a steel frame consisting of Grade 300 Universal Column (UC) sections connected 

to a grillage of 900x750 reinforced concrete ground beams with an assumed 12 No. 20m long, 400mm diameter 

screw piles. The frame is clamped to the façade with internal and external UC whalers, with steel Parallel Flange 

Channel (PFCs) sections holding these through the windows which are to be removed. The timber penthouse 

structure on the roof and decorative elements are also required to be removed prior to installing the frame. 

A new reinforced concrete skin internal wall will be required to be poured against the internal face of the existing 

façade pillars and spandrel beams.  The façade should then be disconnected from the remainder of the existing 

building behind which will be required to be temporarily propped and subsequently demolished.  

Deformation incompatibility between the façade and a proposed new building to the rear is likely and still requires 

some engineering effort to resolve the actual connection detail. 

An initial quantity survey from AECOM estimates that the façade retention strategy will cost $2,350,000 to 

achieve, for further information please see Appendix B for the Quantity Survey Report.  
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1.0 Introduction 

Tailorspace Investments Ltd have engaged AECOM New Zealand Ltd to prepare an engineering solution and 

likely cost to retain the heritage façade of the building located at 152 Oxford Terrace, Christchurch. The Façade is 

part of a Historic Places Category 2 building in accordance with the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 

2014. 

The original building was constructed in 1922 and is a reinforced concrete moment frame building with clay brick 

masonry infill and a reinforced concrete shear core at the eastern end of the structure. In 2008, extensive retrofit 

operations were carried out which involved the addition of three shear walls and a major refurbishment and 

extension of the mezzanine level. This retrofit included the addition of an extra storey of lightweight steel and 

timber construction. 

For the purpose of this report the façade referred herein is used solely to describe the eastern building elevation 

which currently faces Oxford Terrace. This investigation does not address options of retaining other building 

elevations or wing walls. 

2.0 Scope of Works 

The following activities were carried out in order to complete this report: 

 Review of the available documentation, drawings and previous inspection reports. 

 Provide sketches showing potential façade retention options, where the façade is to be tied back to a 

proposed new building structure. 

 Provide commentary on existing damage to the façade and any special repairs required to retain. 

 Provide commentary outlining the engineering process of retaining and strengthening the façade. 

 Provide commentary outlining the damage or impact on the façade aesthetics which could occur under a 

façade retention strengthening scheme. 

 Provide a cost estimate to retain and strengthen the façade. 

3.0 Sources of information 

The following sources of information were reviewed in order to conduct this investigation. 

 AECOM Response to TT’s Memorandum, dated August 2015. 

 AECOM Building Assessment Report dated Dec 2014 

 AECOM Building Condition Risk Assessment Report (Revision D) dated Nov 2014 

 Warren and Mahoney Public Trust Building Feasibility Report (6652), dated 2013 

 Aurecon, “152 Oxford Terrace, Public trust Building, Repair Features Report” dated 2012 

 Ruamoko Solutions “Public Trust Building Alterations” Structural Drawings dated April 2008. 

 Sheppard & Rout Architects Ltd., “Public Trust Building – Proposed Alternations – 152 Oxford Terrace” 

Architectural Drawings, dated 2007 

 Cecil W. Wood, “New Public trust offices, Oxford Terrace, Christchurch” Original Architectural Drawings 

dated 1922. 
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4.0 Methodology 

4.1 Seismic Loading Factors 

Earthquake forces were applied to the façade using a Force-based Equivalent Static Analysis as per NZS 1170.5. 

The following factors and assumptions were used to calculate the elastic design spectra: 

Importance Level (IL) 3 

Design Working Life 

ULS Earthquake Return Period 

5 years (temporary structure) 

1/500 

SLS Earthquake  Return Period 1/25 

Structural Performance Factor, Sp 0.9 

Return Period Factor, Ru 1 

Spectral Shape Factor, Ch(T) 3 

Zone Factor, (Z) 0.3 (Christchurch) 

Near Fault Factor, N(T,D) 1 

Ducility, µ 1.0 

C(T) 0.9 

Cd (ULS) 0.81 

4.2 Modelling 

A finite element model of the temporary frame structure was produced using the SAP2000 analysis software. 

Forces were applied as static point loads based on a triangular load distribution and the frame was held down 

using pinned supports. The model assumes that the façade has been detached from the existing building and 

therefore only the weights of the façade and temporary steel frame were considered. The seismic mass was 

determined using an assumed masonry density of 24 kN/m
3
 and steel density of 76.9kN/m

3
. 

 

 

Figure 1: SAP2000 Axial Force Diagram from a Transverse Direction Earthquake. 
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The model was analysed using linear elastic analysis techniques to yield bending moments and axial forces (see 

Figure 1 above). Both longitudinal and transverse earthquake forces were applied to the frame. The section 

nominal capacities were checked using the SAP2000 Steel Design Feature and also manually by comparing to 

axial capacity design tables. 

5.0 Technical Challenges 

5.1 Heritage Considerations 

The building (and the façade) is registered as a Historic Place Category 2 Building in accordance with Heritage 

New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 2014.  The current concrete frame and infill masonry fabric is heavy and brittle, 

resulting in high inertial accelerations during an earthquake event. In addition it has low ductility, where minor 

displacements have the potential to result in significant damage. Temporary solutions for Façade retention should 

therefore be sympathetic to the heritage fabric and minimize façade damage where possible.  

Decorative elements and surfacing should also be removed before the façade is isolated from the building to the 

rear as these are easily damaged and result in unnecessary dead loads to the structure. The windows also need 

to be removed to allow installation of the temporary frames through the openings in the façade. The current 

window frame may also introduce limitations to modern glazing preferences. 

We understand that the current storey heights are not particularly efficient for modern office or hospitality 

occupation.  Therefore the temporary frame design is to consider both the constraints posed by the existing slabs 

and the likely future storey heights, through strategic placement of whalers.   

5.2 Displacement Incompatibility 

The temporary façade retention frame is to consider the future repair and retrofit of the façade, and its connection 

to the new building.  The façade retention frame, where possible, should not impede the design and construction 

of the new building and future connections to the facade.   

A new building to the rear of the façade is likely to utilise modern steel, timber or reinforced concrete frame 

construction.  Thus the new building will have greater flexibility than the existing concrete and masonry heritage 

façade, which would result in displacement incompatibility between the two structures.  This means that the 

façade and new building will likely have differing displacement demands, leading to high loading demands on the 

connectors. 

Possible strategies that may be considered when incorporating the façade into the new building are as follows 

- The new structure is to support the façade.  Displacement incompatibility may be mitigated by selective 

weakening of the façade base through saw-cutting and installation of bearing plates, allowing the façade to 

rock/move in tandem with the new structure in the out-of-plane direction.  In the in-plane direction however, 

movement joints may be required between the retrofitted façade and new structure allowing relative 

displacement. 

- The façade is to be independent from the new building, with sufficient seismic gap provided.  This may 

involve the provision of prestressed concrete buttresses behind each façade pier.   

Any retrofit option to the façade will require construction of a concrete wall/skin to the inside face to facilitate the 

connection to the new building and to strengthen the existing façade.   

5.3 Spatial Requirements 

Due to spatial limitations in front of the building, the temporary retaining structure must be within 5m from the 

façade. This results in high axial forces in the columns near the base because of the short lever arm that is 

available. Therefore large steel frame columns and piles are required for hold down purposes. 
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6.0 Temporary Works Installation Methodology 

Step 1:     Remove Penthouse and Decorative Elements 

The timber penthouse structure on the roof should be removed prior to constructing the temporary frame. 

Decorative elements such as the coat of arms and the ornamental wing columns should also be removed from the 

façade during this time to prevent damage during demolition of the main building and to facilitate the connection of 

the temporary support works.  

Step 2:     Install Temporary Retention Structure 

We have not assessed in detail the geotechnical and foundation requirements for the retention structure, the 

following assumptions however are based on engineering judgement and experience from similar construction.  

Retention of the heavy façade, results in significant uplift/tension forces.  New 400mm diameter temporary screw 

piles may be installed to a depth of 20m (estimated) in front of the façade with new 900x750 concrete grillage of 

ground beams poured above (see sketches provided in Appendix A for a preliminary foundation layout).  The grid 

of ground beams ties the piles in both directions and minimises differential settlement between each frame. 

The new steel A-frames consisting of 250UC (Universal Columns) and 150UC elements should be erected on 

these ground beams (see Figure 2 below). The frames will clamp onto the facade through rows of internal and 

external UC whalers which progress up the elevation of the façade near the windows, ensuring they do not 

interfere with the floor slab locations of a proposed new building. The windows need to be removed in order for 

PFC (Parallel Flange Channels) sections to pass through and tie the internal and external whalers together with 

bolted connections. Timber packing is recommended on both façade faces to mitigate damage to the heritage 

fabric. A lightweight steel shielding mesh should be draped over the temporary frame to act as a debris guard in 

order to mitigate the risk to public safety from the ‘splash’ effect from debris.  We anticipate a work platform will be 

required adjacent to the façade elevation to allow for periodic inspection of connections and also to facilitate 

repairs to the facade.  This can be incorporated into the proposed A-frame retention structure. 

The entire frame shall be of bolted construction and no welding is anticipated.  The design intent is for the A-

frames to be fabricated off-site, delivered in modules and bolted on-site with splice connections. This would allow 

increased ease of assembly on site, safety in design and reduced public disruption. 

 

Figure 2: Preliminary design of retaining frame. 
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Step 3:  Separating the Existing Building and Facade 

After the new frame is attached to the façade the existing floor slabs should be propped using rows of Acrow 

props at close spacing, approximately 1 prop per 4m
2
. The slabs and supporting reinforced concrete beams 

should be saw-cut and disconnected from the façade. Once the existing building and façade are disconnected 

then demolition of the existing building may commence. 

Step 4:  Repair and Retrofit to Facade 

Repair and retrofit work to the façade may progress during construction of the new building behind.  As a 

minimum, a new reinforced concrete skin wall to the existing façade pillars and spandrel beams should be poured 

against the internal face of the facade. This should be completed step by step from the base and increasing in 

height up to the maximum elevation of the façade. The UC whalers to the internal façade face should be removed 

sequentially to make room for the skin as it is poured. The reinforced concrete skin increases the out-of-plane 

capacity of the façade and provides a means of connecting the façade to the new building.  It is also envisaged 

that the masonry brick infill elements will have to be tied together and into the skin wall using Helifix ChemTies (or 

equivalent) with approximately 10 ties per square meter. 

Any necessary repairs required to the façade fabric may also progress during this stage.   

Step 5:   Facade Connection to New Building 

Connection of the façade to the new building is dependent on the architectural design intent and structural form.  

Various strategies are possible as outlined in the previous section.  

Step 6:  Disassembling the A-Frame 

The A-frame can disassembled after the façade is connected to the new building.  The ground beams should be 

demolished and grubbed out, with temporary screw piles removed. In essence the façade will be supported by the 

new structure behind. 

7.0 Cost Estimate 

Based on the initial proposed façade retention strategy, AECOM estimates that the cost of retaining the façade 

and tying it back to a proposed will building will cost approximately $2,350,000.  

For further details and a list of cost items please see Appendix B for the AECOM Quantity Survey Report.  
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Sketches 
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1.0   Basis of the Cost Plan 

The Cost Plan has been compiled by measuring and pricing approximate elemental quantities. 

This Concept Design Cost Plan is based on information provided by the consultant team as follows:- 

- AECOM Structural Concept Design report dated 4 December 2015 

2.0   Cost Plan 

Our assessment of likely cost is $2,350,000 (Two million three hundred and fifty thousand dollars). 

 

 
Concept Design 

    

Stabilisation Works   1,150,000 

Retention Works 
  

425,000 

Repair Works   440,000 

 
  

2,015,000 

Construction Contingency 
 

 200,000 

 
  

2,215,000 

Professional Fees 
  

135,000 

 

  
 

$2,350,000  

 

Refer to Appendix A for elemental break down. 

3.0   Exclusions 

The items specifically excluded from this Concept Design Cost Plan are: 

1) Demolition of Main Building 
2) Work Completed to Date 
3) Use of Council Footpaths  
4) Additional Cost Premiums for Demolition and New Development Construction 
5) Resource and Building Consents 
6) Legal and Financing Costs 
7) Insurances 
8) Escalation Provision beyond the Date of this Estimate 
9) GST 

4.0   Tendering and Market Assumptions 

This estimate is based on the information provided, assumes competitive tendering and takes account of current 

market conditions. 

A further estimate should be prepared when more detailed information is to hand. 

5.0   Risks 

Due to retaining the façade, there will be significant costs added to demolition of the existing building access and 

reconstruction access. We have not calculated these costs. 

Integration of the retained façade into a new building will add significant cost to the project.  
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The major cost risks at this stage of the project are: 

a) Design development 
b) Latent site conditions (ground, existing building and existing services) 
c) Escalation prior to and during construction works. 

 

Items a) and b) are covered by an allowance of 15%, comprising Design Contingency of 5%, Construction 

Contingency of 10% . 

Item c) is specifically excluded. 
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Elemental Cost Plan 



Concept Design  Rev: A

Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan :

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Total

PROJECT SUMMARY
Client : Tailorspace

1 STABILISATION WORKS m2350 3,285.15 1,150,000

2 RETENTION WORKS m2350 1,213.93 425,000

3 REPAIR WORKS m2350 1,258.31 440,000

2,015,000

4 CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY % 10.00 200,000

2,215,000

5 PROFESSIONAL FEES % 6.00 135,000

Total $2,350,000

Project No. 60333931 Page 104-Dec-2015



Concept Design  Rev: A

Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : STABILISATION WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount $/m² GFA
1 SITE PREPARATION 180 m2 10.00 1,800

2 SUBSTRUCTURE 150 m2 1,562.67 234,400

3 FRAME 350 m2 1,911.71 669,100

4 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY % 5.00 45,265

5 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL % 12.00 114,068

6 MARGIN % 8.00 85,171

$1,150,000Total $0.00

Page 204-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : STABILISATION WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Total
SITE PREPARATION

1 Clear site of paving asphalt and the like m2180 10.00 1,800

1,800Total

SUBSTRUCTURE
2 900 x 750 reinforced concrete foundation beams including formwork,

excavation and disposal
m68 800.00 54,400

3 400 dia screw piles to an average of 20m deep (12No.) m240 750.00 180,000

234,400Total

FRAME
4 250UC89.5 support frame, primed kg22,000 7.00 154,000

5 150UC37.2 support frame, primed kg44,700 7.00 312,900

6 200 PFC whaler support, primed kg3,600 7.00 25,200

7 Miscellaneous plates and cleats kg10,500 14.00 147,000

8 Galvanised mesh debris netting m2400 50.00 20,000

9 Timber and packing to enable tight fit between steel and
concrete/brick walls and concrete frame

Sum 10,000

669,100Total

Page 304-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : RETENTION WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount $/m² GFA
1 SITE PREPARATION 350 m2 260.00 91,000

2 FRAME 350 m2 189.71 66,400

3 STRUCTURAL WALLS 250 m2 700.00 175,000

4 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY % 5.00 16,620

5 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL % 12.00 44,382

6 MARGIN % 8.00 31,472

$425,000Total $0.00

Page 404-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : RETENTION WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Total
SITE PREPARATION

1 Cut façade and frame from existing structure (in stages) Sum 40,000

2 Temporary 'floor to floor' propping including hireage for 12 weeks Sum 40,000

3 Saw cut to suit 20 plate slip joint (cut half through, insert plate and
repeat)

m22 500.00 11,000

91,000Total

FRAME
4 20 plate slip joint including grout packing kg2,800 8.00 22,400

5 Connections for joining the façade to a new building and structure m88 500.00 44,000

66,400Total

STRUCTURAL WALLS
6 200 reinforced concrete insitu wall including formwork m2250 600.00 150,000

7 Extra value to drill and epoxy reinforcing ties into existing concrete
frame

Sum 25,000

175,000Total

Page 504-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : REPAIR WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Amount $/m² GFA
1 SITE PREPARATION 350 m2 351.43 123,000

2 EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH 250 m2 375.00 93,750

3 WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS 100 m2 1,000.00 100,000

4 SITE WORKS 150 m2 216.00 32,400

5 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT CONTINGENCY % 5.00 15,838

6 PRELIMINARY & GENERAL % 12.00 42,799

7 MARGIN % 8.00 32,623

$440,000Total $0.00

Page 604-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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Public Trust Building - Facade RetentionProject :

Cost Plan : REPAIR WORKS
Client : Tailorspace

No. Description Quantity Unit Rate Total
SITE PREPARATION

1 Demolish and remove reinforced  concrete foundation beams m346 500.00 23,000

2 Remove screw piles off site (12No.) Sum 50,000

3 Remove steel support structure and scrap/salvage steel members Sum 50,000

123,000Total

EXTERIOR WALLS AND EXTERIOR FINISH
4 Repair brick façade with Helifix ties, crack injection and mortar/grout

patching
m2250 150.00 37,500

5 Re-plaster and repair exterior finish m2250 80.00 20,000

6 Re-paint exterior finish m2250 45.00 11,250

7 Reinstate 'coat of arms' feature sculpture including repairs and
restoration

Sum 25,000

93,750Total

WINDOWS AND EXTERIOR DOORS
8 New clear double glazed steel windows m2100 1,000.00 100,000

100,000Total

SITE WORKS
9 Make good and reinstate foot path paving m2180 180.00 32,400

32,400Total

Page 704-Dec-2015Project No. 60333931
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